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AIFT/GEE/ENP/94S-01

Abstr~at

This research investigated the influence of temperature on the

desorption rates of trichloroethylene (TCE) from Plastic Clay

98b. It was expected that an increase in temperature will cause

r an increase in both the desorption rates of TCE and in the

quantity of desorbed TCE. In fact, previcus studies on other

chemicals indicated a faster decrease in the remaining sorbed

concentration with increasing temperature. To accomplish the
necessary experiments, this research made use of the infrared

(IN) optical absorption technique. IR spectroscopy was used to

measure the concentration of the vapor TCE that desorbed from the

soil. After it has been exposed to liquid TCE for a period of 48

hours, plastic clay was placed inside an enclosed glass tube and

was allowed to desorb at a fixed temperature for a period of 4

hours. Similar experiments were performed with temperature as

the only variable. The results were an initial and rapid

desorption followed by a leveling off. This rate of this initial

desorption was found to increase each time temperature was

raised. The desorbed concentration was also found to increase

with increasing temperature. The collected data followed the

Langmuir kinetic model and the desorption rate coefficients were

determined at each temperature.
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I. Introduction

1.1 General Issue

The contamination of groundwater is a politically

sensitive issue that may affect any city, industrial, or

residential area that use local aquifers as sources for drinking

water. The sensitivity of this issue increases when the cause

of contamination is determined to be a hazardous waste that may

cause severe environmental and health effects. If left

untreated, these hazardous substan-es may pQllute the drinking

water aquifers beneath the contaminated areas. As a result of

this contamination, efforts such as the installation Restoration

Program (IRP) are being conducted by the Department of Defense

(DOD) to correct orevious environmental proolems at DOD

installations throughout the nation. Thý e remediation efforts

account for several millions of dollars of the annual defense

budget. Furthermore, the cost of these remediation actions may

be assessed against any or all of the potentially responsible

parties.!

Remediation projects are often directed toward

groundwater. Millions of dollars are spent on treating

contaminated groundwater using the "pump and treat" technique.

This technique has been effective in treatinig groundwater;

however, its efficiency tends to decl7-e over time arid reaches

some limiting asymptotic value. 2 The decline ol this treatment

method is believed to be c iused by the significant portion of

the contamination that lies in the area directly between tho.



ground surface and the water table. This aiea, called the

unsaturated or vadose zone, has riuceived 1i s attention, but has

the potential to pollute groundwater aquifers even after the

water has been fully treated. From the unsaturazed zone, the

untreated contaminant can migrate downwards at a very slow rate

recontaminating groundwater for years after cleanup actions were

thought to have been completed.

In soils, organic contaminants can be present in one or

more of five different locations. The contaminant can be in the

form of free-liquid between soil particles, in the vapor state,

dissolved in soil moisture, adsorbed to surface of unsaturated

zone soil particles, or fully enclosed within the interior of

the soil matrix. 3 During remediation processes, the portion of

the contaminant adsorbed within the soil matrix caises several

pr-oblems. At long-term contaminated sites, recent studies

indicate that most of the contaminant in the unsaturated soil

zone will adsorb to the soil particles. 3 Because of a complex

slow sorption process, the long•er a contaminant persists in the

unsaturated zone, the larger thb portion of the chemical that

w-11 be fully adsorbed within the s!oil matrix. After a lona

period of time, years or decades, this adsorption is followed by

a slow desorption process. As a result, the groundwater

treatment will be negated by the recontaminataL-,r caused by the

slowly desorbing contaminant. This desorptioni mechanism is also

thought to cause the long term evolution of contaminiants frcom

soils when remcdiated by incincration.4

25



Durina remediation of a contaminated site, additional

difficulties arise because only little is known about the

transport mechanisms of contaminant within both the saturated

and the unsaturated zones. This migration of the volatile

organic compounds depends on physical, chemical, and biological

processes within the soil medium. 5 Additionally, the movement

of these volatile organic .mpounds (VOCs) is directly affected

by the physical-chemical ný aue of the adsorbates, soil organic

matter content, nature of sz urating cation, moisture content,

and temperature.L It was also shown that the transport of VOCs

within the unsaturateo zone of the soil strongly depends on the

sorption of these compounds within the soil. 7

1.2 Motivation

Trichioroethylene (TCE), C:,HCI., is an organic chemical

widely used for industrial and domestic purposes. It is a major

industrial solvent (234000 metric tones produced annually

worldwide) used for degreasing metal parts, electronic

components, and in dry cleaning. 5 TCE nas been used to a large

extent by the Jnited States Air Force to degrease and clean

aircraft parts. Because of this extensive use and the ->oor

handling of TCE, several Air Force bases are currently residing

on TCE contaminated sites. This contamination extends to

include both the soil and groundwater. As a result,

trichloroethylene is the most frequently reported organic

contaminant in groundwaters and has been identified in 35- of

US Superfund sites. 8 Thus, TCE becomes a major concern as a

potential health hazard in drinking waters ano is considered as



the most prevalent of volatile organic compound contaminants. 8

Furthermore, TCE is a suspected carcinogen and may also bF

converted by reductive dehalogination to more potent carcinogen,

vinyl chloride.5

Air injection and extraction wells have been widely used

to remediate VOC contaminated sites and aquifers. 9 However, the

efficiency cf these ext. ction wells decreases with time and

eventually reaches some limiting asymptotic value. 2 This rate

limiting step is likely due to desorption of the organic

compounds from the soil matrix.4 As stated earlier, the longer

a contaminant remains in the unsaturated zone, the higher the

proportion of this compound that will adsorb to the soil

particle. Thus, it is now believed that this sorption process

ta:es place over an extended period of time and slowly traps the

contaminant within the soil matrix frustrating remediation

techniques that rely on the rapid desorption process. That is,

the slowly sorbed compounds become unatfected by the current

treatment nmiethods resulting in an incomplete treatment by the

remediation projects. Specifically, this adsorbed portion of

the contaminant, which may aepresent up to 90; of the overall

contaminant, remains undetected b- the current measurement

techniques, therefore giving the incorrect impression of

successful soil remediation. 3 This soil, which is assumed to be

fully cleaned by the treatment methods, is still ccritaminated

and is capable of polluting additionel groundwater.3

Pump and treat is fa3§-and-away tIle most prevalent

technique to remediate contaminated groundvatcr. foweve:, long

4



time periods are required for the slow diffusion process to move

trapped organic compounds into mobile groundwater that is being

pumped by a recovery well. • This remediation method often

causes an initial decrease in contaminant concentrations in the

extracted water, followed by a leveling of concentration. In

other cases, a gradual decliinc is seer, thaL siay be expected to

continue over decades.

Several analytical models account for rate-limited

desorption of an organic solute during cleanup of a contaminated

site. The present research continues these studies of

desorption behavior of organic compounds by examining the

temperature dependence of the oesorption rate of

trich] oroethylenc,

1.3 Problem Staterment

A large volume of research has been done concerning soil

and groundwater contamination with TCE. However, onry a little

has been done to address desorption rates of the chemical in tne

unsaturated zone. Desorption rates are influenced by sevetal

factors. These factors include soil type, ambient temperature,

moisture content of the soil, contaminant properties and its

concentration in the water, the length of time the soil. has been

exposed to the contaminant, the amount of organic material in

the soil, and the relative humidity. Furthermore, the effects

ot most of these factors on desorption rates are poorly

understood.

In order to assist in the effecti-,c remediation of 'FCE

contaminated sites, variables that affect the! Ceficiency of

5



aquifer remediation have to be determined and well understood

prior to the i.litiation of the clean-up. How and to what extent

these variables affect clean-up actions are important issues.

Temperatures change dramatically from one Air Force Base to

I another and from one season to another. Thus, before

remediation efforts commence, one must first fully understand

the desorption behavior of the contaminant of concern and how

this desorption depends on temperature. This will allow us to

predict the optimal "pulsE2d pumping" periods and the length of

each of these periods. This study evaluated the temperature

dependence of TCE desorption rates from contaminated soils by

changing temperature and keeping all other variables constant.

Tihe results of this study can be used along with the temperature

profile of the contaminated site to determine the optimum clean-

up time during the year, the expected length of the remediation

project based on the ambient temperature of the site, and if

other techniques nust be used instead.

To cot )]ete this study, dry plastic clay soil was exposed

to liquid TCE for a period of 2 days. This soil was then placed

inside an enclosed glass tube to evaluate the desorption of TCE

from the soil sample for a period of 4 hours. During this

entire period, the cell was undisturbed and maintained at a

fixed temperature.

1. 4 Objecti.ves

The objective of thlis research was to (:valuate th~e effect

of temperature on the rates of desorption of TCE from a liquid

contaminated soil. it .rs anticipated that: thu higcher the

6



temperature, the faster the desorption rate, the greater the

amount cf TCE that will consequently desorb, and the less time

it will take the chemical to completely desorb out of the soil.

We also expect that a fast desorption rate, due to those

molecules at the surface of the soil, will be followed by a slow

desorption caused by those mclecules entrained in the soil

matrix (Figure 1). In addition, the following tasks had to be

performed prior to beginning TCE desorption experiments:

1. Determine the infrared absorption spectrum of TCE in both the

gas and liquid phase at high resolution (0.02 cm-:).

2. Determine the absolute cross-section for absorption near

k = 3.25 wm as a function of termperature.

3. Measure the rates for desorption of trichloroethylene, from a

particular soil, at five temperatures: 270C, 400 C, 64CC, 70 C,

and 100'C.

1.5 Scope/Overview

The remainder of this research will consist of a

literature review describing the transport mechanism of TCE in

the unsaturated and saturated zones, its confounding, long tern

effects, its physical and kinetic properties, and some

spectroscopic data for this chemical.

1.6 Limitat:.ons of this study

Throughout this research, several factors may influence

the results to some degree. Such factors could include:

1.6.1 Use of TCE in high concentrations

Throughout this reseatch, high concentrations of pure TCE
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Figure 1: Expected TCE Desorption Rate Data
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were used to prepare the soil tD ensure larger and detectable

effects. This is rarely the case in the real world where larger

masses of soil are exposed to low concentrations of TCE and for

longer period of 'mes. Therefore, t, offset the period of

exposure, high concentrations of TCE were used. This factor

must be taken into account when making conclusion about the

data.

1.6.2 Type of soil

Plastic Clay 98b was used in this study. This soil is a

lab-graded soil that has been dried and tree6 from all

contaminants. Furthermore, this soil was powdered and has a

uniform particle size. In the ieal world, a soil formation is

usually composed of several types of soil with broad size

distributions. These differences, which affect both adsorption

and desorption of TCE to soil, must be taken into account during

interpretation of the data of this study and its application to

the real world.

1.6.3 Moisture content of soil

Several studies indicated that moisture content greatly

influence both adsorption and desorption phenomena of TCE. In

this study however, the soil was originally dried in an oven at

very high temperatures and has not been exoosed to water since

then. In addition, the experimental cells were continuously

kept und-r vacuum and any water in the soil should evaporate.

Therefore, the effect of soil moisture on desorpLiorn of TCE is

expected to be negligible and will not be evaluated in thiis

research.

9



1.6.4 Leak rates in the experimental. cells

The leak rates in the cells were repeatedly measured and

found to be in the order of 0.01 torr every 10 minutes. This is

negligible compared to the amount of TCE pressure within the

cell. In addition, this leak was found to not have any

influence on the experimental data because, given the pressure

in the cell is much smaller than atmospheric pressure, the leak

is expected to be from the room into the cell and atmospheric

gases were found not to absorb the same IR frequency as TCE.

However, to account for these leaks, a corncrol experiment will

be performed directly after every desorption experiment.

1.6.5 Adsorption and desorption due to apparatus

Adsorption and desorption due to gl-ass, 0-rings, and other

components of the experimental apparatus were accounted for

using a control experiment. The effects of the apparatus were

exoected to be much less than those caused by the experimental

soil in the cell. If not, interpretation of the soil effects

will be hard to evaluate. To lessen the effects of the

apparatus, prior to every experiment, the cells were maintz ned

under vacuum to allow off-gas of all TCE from the inside of the

cell.

1.6.6 Detector float over time

The detector's response over time was expected to remain

constant when the cells are empty and under vacuum. However,

this was not the case, therefore, in experiment that evaluated

the float of both detectors during a period equal to the period

of desorption e;periments was performed and corrections were

I H



made to account for this signal change not caused by TCE. This

float is further explained in appendix B at the end of this

thesis. However, there will always be a noise in the

transmitted signal that cannot be controlled but that is

expected to be rather negligible.

1.6.7 Concentration gradient in the cells

In the environment, there is enough air to disperse the

TCE desorbing from the soil, allowing deeper TCE molecules to

desorb from the interior of the soil particle out to the soil

surface then to the atmosphere. However, in this study, the

contaminated soil is maintained enclosed during the desorption

pzucess I..a 1-i .f l -n cntt v 1 It is thus C

anticipated that desorption xates will be inflaenced by re-

adsorption of TCE to the soil. In other words, the

concentration of gas phase TCE in the cell will preclude more

TCE from desorbing out of the soil. To evaluate this effect,

the cell will be drawn down to vacuum at the end of the

desorption period in order to pull out all the gas TCE and more

will be allowed to desorb for another 4 hours.

1.6.8 Atmospheric interferences

Soil contamination in the cnvirounent occurs under

atmospheric interferences. These interferences may affect

adsorption and de:,orption phenomena. Therefore, it is expected

that desorption rates under vacuum differ from those under

atmospheric conditions. However, it is also advantageous to

evaluate desorption under vacuum in order to reduce atmospheric

eftects on the experiment.

11



1.6.9 TCE decomposition and microbial activity

TCE is a chemical known to decompose to other chlorinated

organic compounds. Over the time periods of these experiments,

this decomposition was assumed negligible and was not evaluated.

Furthermore, microbial activity in the soil was expected to be

negligible because the soil was •riginally oven-dried.

Therefore, given that the soil had very low water content and

was exposed to liquid TCE for only a period of 2 days, the

effects of microbial activity and chemical decomposition were

considered negligible.

All the above factors may affect the quality of the data

is to evaluate and understand the desorption rate of TCE from

soil and its correlation with temperature. Furthermore, some of

these sources of error were corrected for and discussed in

Chapter 6 and in the Appendices.

12



II. Background Theory

2.1 Introduction

Trichloroethylen. is a colorless volatile organic compound

widely used for industrial and domestic purposes. It is a major

industrial solvent (234000 metric tones produced annually

worldwide; used for degreasing metal paits, electronic

components, and septic systems and in dry cleaning. 5

Furthermore, TCE was used as a general anesthetic in the health

profession and as an extraction agent in decaffenating coffee.

At numerous Air Force installations, TCE was extensively used to

deyiedsC •Id cl;iean aircraft parts. A1 the alin f

TCE illustrate the various uses industry made of this product

until a study in 1976 found TCE to be a suspected carcinogen. 1

As a result of this study, TCE was added to the U.S. EPA's lis..

of hazardous substances. 1 Because prior to the 1976 study TCE

was thought to be safe, inappropriate and inexpensive methods

were used to dispose of the product. Such methods included the

dumping of TCE in landfills, drywells, and directly on the

ground. These past poor disposal methods have contaminated much

of the groundwater in the areas where TCE was dumnped. 2

TCE may appear in soils and aquifers as a result of its

wide industrial use and also, possibly, as a degradation by-

product of other chlorinated hydrocarbons solvents. Currently,

TCE is the most reported organic contaminant in groundwaters

(Table 1).5
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Table 1
Main volatile chlorinated hydrocarbon compounds

in contaminated groundwater listed in decreasing
order of likely occurrence (from Folkard 1986)

1. trichloroethylene 5. dichloroethane
2. tetrachloroethylene 6. carbon tetrachloride
3. l,1,1-trichloroethane 7. vinyl chloride
4. dichloroethene 8. dichloromethane

Currently, because of the large number of scientific

studies on TCE contaminated sites and the resulting

environmental and health effects, both the public and the

scientific community have been aware of the danger of hazardous

wastes and the contamination of groundwater.1I Because of the

regulations posed by the CERCLA, all DOD installations across

the country have to deal with the problems associated with the

large number of TCE contaminated sites. Remediatlon of these

sites may cost large amounts of money.

2.2 TCE Adverse Hea2th Effects

Until the mid 2970s, TCE was considered a safe chemical

product. This was shown by its wide use during the 1970s in the

medical profession and in food production. 1 It was only after a

study in 1976 showed that TCE is a suspected carcinogen that the

product was added to the EPA's hazardous substances list. 1

Today, trichloroethylene is the most frequently reported organic

contaminant in g )undwater-. Reported dissolved concentrations

range from 0.01 pg/l to 5500 tg/1.5 Therefore, it is considered

a major potential health hazard.

TCE is a suspected carcinogen and may also be converted by

reductive delialogination to more a potent carcinogen, vinyl

14



chloride. 5 TCE can be poisonous by inhalation, intravenous, and

subcutaneous routes.: 2 TCE is also moderately toxic by

ingestion. 1 2 In low concentrations, TCE is a strong skin and

eye irritant and can cause severe headache and drowsiness. In

high concentrations, this chemical causes narcosis and

anesthesia, and damages liver and other orgar. rom chronic

exposure.12

2.3 Transport Mechanism of TCE

Following a discharge or a leak, non-aqueous phase liquid

(NAPL) TCE is expected to migrate quite rapidly in soils and

other water-unsaturated conditions, leaving droplets of organic

lji-nii j nhr r re spaces. 5 The amount of TCE left in Dore

spaces depends on the medium and on TCE properties. This amount

increases when the permeability decreases. Under fully dry

conditions, TCE rapidly migrates downwards. Permeability, pore

size distribution of the porous medium, and size of the spill

determine whether or not TCE is retained at the water table

level. 5 When the TCE hydraulic head exceeds the TCE entry

pressure, trichloroethylene migrates downward into the aquifer,

through the water table. 5 This downwards transport of TCE away

from the water table may be greatly influei;ced by the hydraulic

characteristics of the medium. 5

If retained at the water table (frequently), TCE may stop

its downward movement and diffuse laterally, together with a

slow migration downwazds (TCL being denser than water). At th1e

water table, TCE may form a NAPL reservoir providing very long

lasting source of TCE for moderately slov' dissolution in the
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moving groundwater that encounters the TCE source. 5 At this

location, NAPL-TCE will slowly dissolve in groundwater. Because

of natural heterogeneities, (e.g. presence of lenses of fine

material), the TCE plume can spread laterally during its

downward movement. 5 This feature of TCE allows th, plume to

expand and extend quite rapidly, contaminating several aquifers

and rendering reMediation actions very difficult to complete.

2.4 TCE ýin The Unsaturated Zone

As mentioned previously, organic compounds within the

unsaturated zone may coexist in five possible states, as a free-

liquid between soil particles, as 3 vapor, dissolved in soil

moisture, adsorbed to surface of unsaturated zone soil

particles, or fully enclosed within th interior of the soil

matrix (Figure 2) .3 Studies show that remediation techniques

can easily and effectively remove a contaminant that is present

in any of the first three states. However, significant

difficulties arise when trying to treat the contaminant that is

adsorbed within the soil matrix., Contaminants in this state

appear to withstand common remediation techniques. 3 This

phenomenon is caused by the slow sorpticn mchanism that acts on

contaminants in tihe unsaturated zone trappirg them w:lithin the

soil matrix.
3

In the unsaturated zone, the sorption process was found to

take a long time ,.o reach ecuilibriur:,. 3 To reach true

equilibrtuin, recent studits indicate that organic comT;ounds need

"contact times that are signitLicantly lr..tger than is usuilly

allow,2d in batch ýnd column studies".3 Uoon initial contact
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between contaminant and soil, experimental data showed that

there is a rapid uptake followed by a much slower adsorption

toward equilibrium.3 Results of an investigation at the

Picatinny Arsenal site in New Jersey for TCE contamination

indicated that "field TCE distribution between the soil and soil

gas was from 1 to 3 orders of magnituae greater than the

distribution predicted under normal (rapid) equilibrium

conditions". 3 It was strongly suggested that this was caused by

a slow TCE sorption from previously contaminated soil. In

addition, it was suggested that "long-term con' -3mination

produces a fraction of the sorbed contaminant that is relatively

resistant to desorption".3 That is, the longer the contact time

between contaminants and soil, the stronger the binding between

the two becomes. This will allow severely contaminated sites to

appear unconrtaminatad. Furthermore, due to descrption, these

sorbed material will desorb and pollute previously treated

groundwaters.

A study done by Bourg, Mouvet, and Lerner showed that TCE

is weakly sorbed on soils and aquifer solids with a linear

partition coefficient. 5 The study also found that gaseous TCE

is more adsorbed than aqueous TCE, with the extent of uptake

being greatly influenced by the moisture content of the solid.

Additionally, because of its low adsorption and weak degradation

under aerobic conditions, the diffuse contamination of aquifers

by dissolved TCE can be very extensivu.L2

2.5 Sozption of Vo•atile Organic Compounds .n Soil

Sorption int:eractions g(:nurally operate among all phases

18



present in any subsurface system and at the interfaces between

these phases. Solutes which undergo sorption are conmmonly

termed sorbates, the sorbing phase the sorbent, and the primary

phase from which sorption occurs the solution cr solvent. Two

broad categories of sorption phenomena, adsorption and

absorption, can be differentiated by the degree to which the

sorbate molecules interacts witýh and is free to migrate between

the sorbent phase.1 3 In adsorption, solute accumulation is

generally restricted to a surface or interface between the

solution and adsorbent. in addition, adsorption process usually

yield surface to interface concentrations of solute greater than

those in the bulk phase; this makes it possible for

precipitation or association to occur on a surface in the

absence of a solution phase reaction of the same type. In

contrast absorption is a process in which solute transferred

from one phase to another interpe;ietrates the sorbernt phase by

at least several nanometers.1t

5orption results from a variety of different types o:

attractive forces between soluce molecules, solvent molecules

a id the molecules of a sorbent. 1 3 These forces usually act

together, but one type or another may oe more significant than

the others in any situation. The absorption proc-ess involves

exchanges of molecular environments. 1l During this process, the

distribution of the solute between phases results from its

relative af!.r.ity for each phas{:, which in turn relates to the

nature of the forces w.hiclh exist betweenu molecules oC theý

sorbate arid those of the solvent and sorbent r.bases.]3 TI-h.Me
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forces can be similarly compared to forces in classical chemical

reactions.

Adsorption also entails intermolecular forces; however, it

is those molecules at the surface of the sorbent rather than

bulk phase molecules which are involved and more interactions

take place. 1 3 In addition, adsorption can be divideo into three

categories: physical, chemical, and electrostatic. 1 3 These

categories can be distinguished according to the type of

attractive force which predominates. 1 3

Several factors control the interaction of a contaminant

and the surface of soil or aquifer materials. Such factors

include physical and chemical characteristics of the

contaminant, composition of the surface of the solid and the

fluid media encompassing both. 1 4 It is thus necessary to

understand these factors in order to draw logical conclusions

about the impact of scrption on the transport and cistribution

of contaminants in the subsurface. The failure to take sorption

into account can lead to a signific;-nt underestimation of the

amount of a corramirnanr at a site as well as the time required

for it to move from one point to another.

In more detail, the properties of a contaminant that

impact sorption incluae: 1 4

- Water solubility

- Polar/ionic character

- Octanol/Water partition cool icient

- Tcid/Base clhmnistry

- O:'idat ion/Reduction shoiristry.
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Soil characteristics can also affect the process of sorption.

Such characteristics include: 1 4

- Mineralogy

- Permeability/Porosity

- Texture

- Homogeneity

- Organic carbon content

- Surface charge

- Surface area.

Water, the primary transporting fluid under most

contamination situations, can have large impacts on sorption of

a contaminant. pH, for example, dictates the chemical form and,

therefore, the mobility of contaaminants which can lose or gain a

proton. 1 4 Salt content and the dissolved organic carbon content

can also affeut the behavior of a contaminant. For example, at

high concentrations, dissolved organic matter found in lechates

pose a significant influence on the movement of most nonpolar

organics.14 Following sorption is usually desorption of the

contaminant from soil to groundwater. This process is explained

in the next section.

2.6 Dsorption Mechanism of TCE

Among the many mechanisms that influence the transport of

volatile organic compounds in the subsurface zone, such as

advection, dispersion, diffusion, volatilization, and sorption,

desorption is one of the most important.15 Desorption is

defined as the reversible process of sorption. Desorption of

contaminant froirr soil Ijarticles occurs in thrce conisccutivc
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mass-transport phases: intra particle diffusion from the

interior to the outer surface of the particle, mass transfer of

the contaminant from the outer surface of the particle to the

gas phase, and lastly bulk transport of the contaminant in the

gas phase. 1 6 This process, called reversibility, was found to

depend on the contaminant's initial soil-phase concentration,

soil organic carbon, and residence time.1 5 Unfortunately, the

desorption of VOCs from field contaminated soils has not been

studied extensively and not enough information to fully

understand the process is available. Therefore, experiments

with field contaminated soils are essential to understand

desorption, late, and movement of VOCs in tile SubUt£-c- 2one.

Desorption of TCE from various soils was studied by

Pavlostathis and Mathavan. Results indicated the presence of a

fast desorption within 24 h and a slow phase beyonu 24 hours. 1 5

The study also showed that soil type did not influence the

amount uf contaminant desorbed. 1 5 As an example, two soils with

different sand contents of 12% and 82% eciually resisted

desorption.15 Furthermore, the results indicated the presence:

of a portion of the contaminant that resisted desorption. This

portion is believed to be caused by the complex pore geometry of

the soil matrix. 1 5 Mowever, when using different soils, the

effect of pore geometry on desorption was undetectable. 1 5 In

addition, and most impeortantly, it is worth noting that

residence time has the largest effect on the quanitity of ICE

desorbed. The fraction of TCE that resisted desorption
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increased from 10 to 45% for the corresponding residence time of

2.5 and 15.5 months. 1 5

The implications of slow and incomplete dcsorption are far

reaching. Desorption is believed to be the rate-limiting step

in most of the soil and aquifer remediation technologies

currently in use.

2.7 "Pump and Treat" Remed~iation Method

The current and most common remediation technique to

clean-up TCE contaminated sites is to "pump and treat" the

groundwater. In this technique, water is pumped out of the

ground, treated with air stripping to volatilize the TCE, and

either injected back into the ground or disposed of. Recent

studies showed that the contaminant load discharged by the "pump

and treat" methods typically declines with time, asymptotically

approaching a residual level. 5 Such behavior decreases the

efficiency of aquifer decontamination by pumping, and is

believed to be caused by the rate-limited desorption of organic

contaminants trom aquifer solids. 5 This implies that during

contamination, a portion of TCE adsorbs into the soil and traps

itself withini the matrix of the soil particle. After the

contaminated water is ticated, it shows zero or undetectable TCE

concentration. However, and unfortunately, over time, the

adsorbed TCE desorbs from the soil particles into the

groundwater and constitutus a continuous TCE sourcu.

The removal of this dissolved and sorbed TCE by pumping

requires the extraction of more water than is cntaininated at

the onset of remediation. TIhus, unless injection wells are used
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to supply the clean water, which is rarely the case, the "pump

and treat" method may require a significant volume of

uncontaminated groundwater surrounding the contaminated site to

flush TCE from the area. 2 ' However, kinetic limitations to TCE

dzsorption from the medium can occur duiing the remediation

period; thus, slowing the removal of TCE from the aquifer and

increasing both tne time required to fully clean the site and

the total volume of water that must be extracted to flush the

contaminated area. As a result, the long-term cost of such

pumping with treatment of the extracted water is often high and

the time necessary for cleanup is hard to predict due to the

unknowns about tC vf NAPL at cir bL';Le thie water tatle.

Furthermore, if pumping is halted before complete clean up of

the site. thr. contaminant concentrations in the groundwater will

rise as desorption continues. 1 7 This desorption thus decreases

the efficiency of the "pump and treat" remediation technique.

Due to this, it would seem imperative that a more effective and

economical means of reinediation be developed.

To increase the efficiency and reduce the cost of pump and

treat remediation elforts, the "pulsed pumping" technique was

developed. Ti.roughout the remediation period, the pumps operate

in a cycle. After the pumps have operated tor a period of time,

they are turned off to allow the TCE to desoib from the soil

particles into the groundwater. After the TCL desorption

leachecs a stecady state, the pumps are operated again. This

ntethod increases the efficiency of TCE dccontaininatioriu cn
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r I
lowers the cost of the operation by reducing the functioning

time of the system.

2.8 Vapor Extraction System

Another method that has recently dominated several VOC

remediation techniques is the Vapor Extraction System (VES).

This method involves blowing large volumes cf air through the

contaminated soil to first volatilize the contaminant and then

trap it with collection equipment. This remediation method has

been more effective than the "pump and treat" technique.

However, this technique was very inefficient in recovering

contaminants that are either adsorbed to the surface of the soil

particle or fully, eniLi6tix d wi.. . ..thin the s i m rix 9 Studies

indicated that the portion of the contaminant that is entrapped

in the soil matrix is impervious to the VES remediation

method. 8  Under equilibrum, this portion of the contaminant

can constitute up to 90Q of the total amount of contaminant in

the soil. 9 'th.is fraction is expected to increase if the soil

was exposed to the contaminant for a considerable period of

time. 9

2.9 VOC Measurement Techniques

To measure the effectiveness and efficiency of a

remediation technique, the concentration of the contaminant is

measured prior, during, and after the clean-up period. When

rernmdiating an unsaturated zone, the measurement techniques aze

usually poor. t'ie current EPA's pre:ferred method for

determining VOC concentrations in soil is the "purge arid trap"

technique. In this technique, an inert gas is passed through
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the soil, driving organic contaminants from pore spaces and

external soil surfaces. 1 9 The contaminant is then trapped and

its concentrations are measured with a gas chromatograph. 1 9

This method of measurement underestimates and does not account

for the contaminant's portion that is completely trapped within

the soil matrix of a soil particle. 1 9 Recent studies indicate

that in long-contaminated soils, approximately 90-99.9% of

contamination may be trapped in the interior of the soil

matrix. 1 9 Thus this measurement methods accounts only for a

very small fraction of the soil contamination and is effective

in measuring only up to 10%i of the contaminant present in long-

uoll~~~diuiviated~--- als.- diioalthstchi' ignores

the portion of the contaminant that volatilizes when the

contaminant is exposed to atmosphere. 2 0

Several studies are underway to find more accurate and

effective measurements. A potentially more effective

measurement method than the "purge and trap" is called the

"dynamic head space" methoJ and is currently under

investigation. This method aetects the concentration of VOCs in

the soil based on the strong correlation between the head space

or air gap in the sample container and the amount of VOC

existing in the soil sample. 1 6 Analysis of this method

confirmed its accuracy and effectiveness in detecting VOC

concentrations in soil with precision superior to that obtained

with purge and trap method with most soil types.21

2.10 Physical Properties of T=

As stated earlier in this chapter, volatile organic
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compounds in soil may occur simultaneously in five phases: as a

free-liquid between soil particles, as a vapor , dissolved Ln

soil moisture, adsorbed to surface of unsaturated zone sc-i I

particles, or fully enclosed within the interior of the soil

matrix (Figure 2).3 This partitioning is controlled by several

complex factors (Figure 3) .22 Such factors include

environmental conditions (humidity, hydrodynamics, surface

features, temperature), VOC properties (boiling point, Henry's

constant, organic carbon content, partition coefficients,

solubility, vapor pressure), soil properties (bulk density,

classification, conductivity, moisture content, organic carbon

content, patipl - ze, .. rr...bility d

factors (bacterial population, bacterial type).22 Because of

the effects of these factors, numerous detailed studies on the

equilibrium properties of VOCs in soils have been conducted.

In general, volatile organic compounds are usually

distributed between the vapor, liquid, and solid phases. This

distribution is cften de,:.cribed by the equilibrium

relationship: 8

6C,
CT = aCvpb + - + Cs (2.1)

whe re

C- = the totil VOC concentration pcr weight of dry soil (•tg/g)

C.- = the vapor phase cchcenft ratiori ([ig/cm')

C. = the solution conccntrat.ion (Jtg/cm')

Cz = the sorbcd concentration (ig/cn);
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Figure 3. Equilibrium relationships for pha.;e partitioning of VOCs in
soil systems."

Ka = Henry's constant (atm-m)/role
K, = Soil/water distribution coefficient (1)
q = fraction of the surface area covered by the chemical
Q = the vapor phase concentration (g/m')
C, = Solubility (malL)
K, = ratio of adsorption to desorption rate coefficients
p = the vapor phase concentration (g/mý)



a = the soil air content (cm/cm-);

p,= the soil density (a/cmr); and

0 = the soil water content (cmn/cm-)

In this distribution, the sorbed concentration can be

related to the solution concentration via the Freundlich

isotherm: 8

Cs = K(CL)• (2.2)

where K is the partition coefficient of the VOC in question and

n is some empirical constant, usually equal to 1. K, the

partition coefficient is linearly related to the soil organic

matter content and is also dependent on the water solubility.F1

Addit-ionally, thec partition of the scrbate bet-ween the water and

the sorbent is linearly related to the organic carbon content of

the soil and the lipophilicity of the crganic content. 2 3 In

unsaturated soils, it was found that the liquid and vapor phase

concentrations are related by Henry's law:

C. = K (. 3)

where KF is Henry's constant.

At the same time, the sorbed concentration-' and gas ph-&se

concentration are related by the Langmuir Isoti~erm:24

13 K C,-/l- (2.4
1 + IKC,

where

ji = fraction of the surface area ccvered by TCE; and



K. =ratio of aasorptrJof t(, desorption rate co-efficients.

Fu~thermore, the sorbed concentratcion of TCE can be related to

the suriace fraction P through the geometry of the soil -particle

because ithe Langmu-.-. Isotherm does not account for diffusion oi

TC'F into the interior: of the soil matrix.

Some ,imporýtant physical properties of trichioroethlylenie

are provided in Table 2.8

2.11 Ka.uetlc Prop-ertles o'f TCT Desozrptioni From Soils

Most ana'-ytical models used in aquifer cl.;.anup efforts at

contaminated s-ites disregaaded the effects of rt--lmited

sorption/d~esorption of organic contamninant from aquifer solids.

a raz~ratln factor Jr tv- ;Arjveojn/disp'znrsjonr

equation to account for sorption, these models have assumted

local eauilibrium between the sorbed anid 21quid phzases.2 ' More

recer.-ly, many advection/disper--iofl models were: developed to

also includu either a physical or a c~hem.:"cal rate Illiniting

process.25 To further increase the ef'ficiency of acui..er

cleanup effort5, more analytical models th-at accoun- for the

large effects Of rTe'--ldlited soc.rption/desorpt2.of are- cultreitly

under develoora),en-c. The purpose of tris thesis is to extend the

experimen'La2I dat,. base which charact-.rizes the rates f.cr

desoiotion of TCE flon; diffe-rent types of soil and to evaluate

and e.-xplain th-e temperature dependelnce of these rates. The

result should h(elp construct a more efficici~t -.-ode! which

de~scribes5 the non--eý-quilib rium Proc):e,.5seS-,

A rcet <.dyby Iout 'dF aberies showedý th~at batch

desorption ol TCE from 10 ig--contamvinated so.il reached an
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Table 2
Physical Properties of TCE

Property Value Units

Formula HCIC=CC1 2  Unitless

Molecular Weight 131.39 g/ mol

Density (@20ýC) 1.46 g/cm:

Vapor Pressure (@ 20 0 C) 58. torr

Freezi g Point --86.8 rC

Melting Point -70. C

Boiling Point 86.7 -C

Flash Point 89.6 °C

Auto ignition Temperature 788 CF

P Y5-.L ,tate 5, 1C a nd. atrr.J

Liquid Surface tension (@20c'C) 0.0293 N/m

Vapor Specific Gravity 4.5 g/cmr-

Ratio of Specific Heats of Vapor 1.116 Unitless

Latent Heat of Vaporization 2.4X10' J/kg

Viscosity 0.57 cP

Solubility (@ 20'C; .7 g/liter

Henry's Constant .2232 Unitless

Partition Coefficient .199 nl/g

EPA Ground Water Standard 5 pg/liter

Octanol-water coeff (log Y,,) 2.38 Unitless

Organic carbon partition coeff (K ) 126 iL/g
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apparently steady state within one day (24 hours) whereas

sorption reached an apparently steady state in three days (72

hours) .23 The same study indicated that the time necessary to

attain equi-ibrium decreases with the size range. 23 During TCE

desorption from contaminated soils, two distinct time scales

were reported: an initial rapid (hours) rate which involved TCE

near the surface of the soil followed by a slower (days) rate

involving TCE diffusing from within the soil particles or from

the soil matrix. 2 3 TCE desorption was found to depend on soil

moisture content, soil type, distribution of the porous medium,

temperature, and on the re,;idence time and the initial

concentrat..: n of TCE. 2 3 These effects and others are briefly

discussed : the next section.

2.12 Factor.:. that Affect TCE Desorption from Soil

2.12.. fffects of Resident Time in Soil

As sta-.ýd earlier, the longer a contaminant is in contact

with a soil, the greaterc the portion of the contaminant that

will become ntrapped in the soil matrix, and the longer it will

take this coy taminant to desorb from the soil. 3 A study that

evaluated the effect of resident time on desorption of TCE from

soil was conducted at Clarkson University, NY. Durinq several

experiments, clean soils were exoosed to diluted TCE solution

for 2.5, 5.5, and 15.5 months. The results of a twelve day

desorption process shcwed an initial fast desorption rate from

soil surface followeu by a slow desorption rate from thi

internal soil.!i This study demonstiated that t1hu TCE rcmairnirng

in the soil was 10- for 2.5 wonths resident time and 45' for
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15.5 months resident time. The indication of this is that the

longer the period of expcsure of a soil to TCE, the greate the

portion of TCE that will be entrained within the soil matrir:,

and the longer the period of time required to desorb the same

quantity of contaminant (Figure 4). A further conclusion of

this study indicates that the fraction of TCE that resisted

desorption was the same for different types of soils. 1 5

2.12.2 Effects of Soil Moisture

Water has a very strong adsorptive behavior due to its

strong polar interactions with soil minerals. Under fully dry

conditions, soil matrix sorption governs over organic matter

uptake. 2 6 In unsaturated soils, volatile organics and water

vapor will competitively sorb onto a mixture of surface types. 6

In addition, in the Vadose zone, a water molecule existing in

the soil minerals suppresses the uptake of non-polar organic

solvent5. 2 6 However, in a fully saturated zone, almost all soil

uptake is due to organic matter in the soil and almost no uptake

is due to soil minerals. 2C A study done by S.M. Steinberg and

D.K. Kreamer showed that, using inverse gas chromatography,

addition of a small quantity of water vapor to the carrier gas

that contained some VOCs significantly decreased uptake of these

VOC5 by the sandy soil. 4

In the unsaturated zone, studies confirmed that the amount

of sorption in the vapor phjase j.; strongly affected by th(e soil

moistul-( content-2. Orne of these studies indicated that under

fully dry condition, sorptiori o.f a laig'_: amount of pesticides

into the soil matri., occui rcd. However, l the soil moisture
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content increased to about 90%, no pesticide sorption into the

soil matrix was observed. 2 6 This phenomena was observed because

of the competition of water molecules to sorb to the soil

matrix. When in contact with a contaminated soil, water

displaces the contaminant sorbed to the soil surface. 6 This

occurs because soil mineral surfaces prefer polar water

molecules over nonpolar organic compounds. 6 For instance, after

a rainfall on a dry contaminated site, odors of the contaminant

have been observed. These odors were almost unnoticeable when

the soil had a moisture content. -

Say Kee Ong and Leonard W. Lion investigated TCE sorption

to soil as a function of soil moisture content. The results,

(Figure 5), indicated a strona correlation between soil moisture

content and TCE sorption. 6 Region 1 represents soil with no

moisture or an oven dried surface with up to single monolayer of

water. This region shows large and significant amounts of TCE

sorbed to the soil sari'ace. Region 2 represents moist soil with

one to five monolayers of water on soil surface. In this

region, TCE sorption to so:! surface significantly decreases and

reaches a minimum value. Water competitively took over and

sorbed to the soil surface. In rcgion 3, where moisture

cori:ent was above 5 monolayets of water to complete saturation,

TCE uptake by soil slightly inr:reased due to TCE dissolution in

water. 6

2.12.3 Effects of Tcmperature

Evidence strongly supports the fact. that temperature

eljhances desorption of vo!L:.t le organic compounds Ifrom

3.5
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Figure 5: Designat~ed regions and proposed sorptLion TIrcohanisin for
vapoz phasc sorptiO5 as a tunction of iF,,ist-ure content
of tche surface 2 l
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contaminated soils. A kinetic treatment of the Langmuir

isotherm indicated an exponential dependence of K. upon i/T. 2 4

In an experimental setting, investigators found that an increase

of temperature from 10C to 25:C enhanced the losses of four

polycyclic aromatic hydrocarbons (PAHs) from two different

soils. 2 7 Results indicated that the losses of contantinant

increased from 39; at 10C to 70' at 27cC (Figure 6).27 This

study also revealed that the rate of desorption of these PA7s

from soil depends on the physicochemical properties of both the

contaminant and the soil. 2 7 Organic matter in the soll was

observed to play an important role in PAH sorption and its

persistence in soil. 27

Another study investigated thermal desorption of

1,2-dibrcomoethane (EDB) from two different soils. Results

indicated that after being extracted at a termnerature of 100=C,

7 9c of the initial concentration remained in the analyzed soil.

However, extracted at a temperature of 2 0 0CC, the soil retained

3.6%. of the initial concentration. 19 Investigators explained

that this low retention was likely due to the fact that EDB

could have decomposed at higher temperatures. ]9

A more detailed study performea Dy Mingelgrim and Gerstl

irn 1983 indicated that teroer-iture can positively or negatively

influence soil sorption. The two investigatoi.s explained this

i.nfluence by stating that the heat of adsorptior1 of a solutu

from solution can bu uither endothermic or exotherrnrc.26 In an

experiment, the uptaLe of paratijion irom hexane solution by

partially hydrated soils was studied. in this expe.rimunt, r-he
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parathion (a weaker adsorbate) was competing with water for

adsorption by soil minerals. When temperature was raised, the

energetic interaction of minerals with water was weakened much

more than with parathion (heat of adsorption per unit area is

greater for water). Thus, this increase in temperature enhances

water solubility in hexane more than the solubility of parathion

and allows parathion to compete more favorably for adsorption. 2 6

2.12.4 Effects of pH

Several studies were performed to evaluate the effect of

pH on adsorption and desorption of TCE from-contaminated soil.

These studies revealed conflicting results. One of these

stu:dieps investigated the effects of pH on sorption of TCE in

pure montmorillite clay over a 36 hour period and found that the

maximum amount ot TCE sorption was at a pH value equal to 4. At

ph values below and above 4, TCE sorption significantly

decreased. 1 1  However, it is of importance to indicate that the

clay used in this experiment was treated with sodium citrate-

bicarbonate-dithionite to remove the surface coating of

amorphous metal oxides. Sorption of TCE to the same but

untreated clay was not influenced by pHi.11

The results of this study indicate that the disruption or

remuval of the normal surface charge of clay caused by metal

oxides increases the sorption of TCE at a pH of 4.11 However, a

better understanding of the role of surface charge to the

sorption proce:;s was needed to completely lnterpret the results.

In addition, this study only investigated surfa,ce sorption and

did not evaluate 3ony-term sorption. I
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In contract, a study that used soil contaminated with TOE

for more than 18 years, indicates that changes to the pH from 3

to 13 have undetectable effects on desorption rates over a 24

hour period. The soil used in this study was composed of 56ý.

sand, 32% silt, and 121 clay. The results established that pH

has no effect on TCE desorption because TCE is a nonpolar

organic compound. The investigators added that only surface

soil was evaluated, however, they anticipate that long-term

desorption of TCE from soil matrix is weakly affected by pH. 2e

2.12.5 Other Factors Affecting Desorption

Solubility of chemicals in water was shown to influence

kinetics of both adsorption and desorption processes. In fact,

organic compounds with low solubility have a strong tendency to

sorb to soil. Another factor that could influence adsorption

and desorption is the chemical make-up of soil. The rate of

benzene sorption was three times greater in Al- saturated clay

than in Ca>" saturated clay. 2 9

A study performed by Bourg, Mouvet, and Lerner showed that

sorption and desorption are slightly Influenced by ionic

strength. 2 3 Sorption of several organic compounds was found to

also be influenced by the soil particle size. The smaller the

size of the soil particle, the greater the soil's available

surface area, and the larqer the adsorbed quantity of VOCs.6

2.13 Spectroscopic Data of TCE

Even thought t richloroethylene is the most frcecuently

reported contaminant in groundwater, its spectroscopic

properties have been of less conce-r arid have recuived limited
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attention. In 1977, Stadtler Research Laboratories analyzed an

infrared absorption spectrum of TCE and found that TCE absorbs

light at a frequency of 3080 cr-r.30 To confirm the above

result, a part of this thesis was to determine the infiared

absorption spectrum of TCE in the gas phase at high resolution

(0.02 cm--). This task was done using the Bomen spectroscopic

data base. This experiment is fully described in Chapter 3 of

this thesis. The results confirmed that TCE absorbs light at a

frequency nearly equal to 3080 cm-:. Therefore, throughout this

project, the feature at 3080 cm-: will be used to monitor the

absolute concentration of TCE in the gas phase. In addition,

this feature is used to utilize sensitive indium antimonide

detectors. Once the cross-section for optical absorption is

determined, by measuring the ratio I./Io, the absoaute TCE

concentration in gas phase can be determined according to Beer's

Law:

1, lue- (2.5)

In addition to measuring desorption rates of TCE as a

function of temperature, this thesis will also includei an

improved spectroscopic characterization of TCE absorption near

3080 cm-: and a determination of the cross-sectior,, a, as a

function of temperature.
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III. Methodology and Description of Experiment

3.1 General Overzview and Description of Experiment

To determine sorption and desorption of TCE from soil

samples using infrared absorption, an optical chain that starts

with an infrared glowbar source and ends with liquid nitrogen

cooled InSb detectors was used. The experimental concept is

shown in Figure 7 and the overall apparatus used in this

experiment is diagrammed in Figure 8. To isolate the optical

absorption due to TCE only, narrow band-pasý filters were placed

on the detectors to pass only frequencies within the range 3060-

3140 cm-:, because a TCE molecule very efficiently absorbs light

in this frequency range. By monitoring the intensities of the

incident and transmitted signals from the infrared source on the

InSb detectors, the concentration of gas TCE inside the tube was

measured. Furthermore, absorption due to other species present

in the uncontaminated soil samples was accounted for by

assessing a control sample. To improve the outcome of the

experiments and to improve the minimum detectable TCE

concentration, phase sensitive detection with lock-in amplifiers

were used. To generate sufficient large numbers of data points

with high accuracy, a computer was simultaneously collecting

data Irom the detectors, amplifiers, and the other measurement

equipment.

To elijminate atmospheric interferences, desorr._ion

directly to vacuum was studied. First, the sorption and
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desorption by the glass and O-rinos was determined by exposing

both empty cells to vapor TCE and allow time for adsorption and

desorption to reach equilibrium. These effects were later

subtracted from the experimental data in order to obtain only

those effects due to soAl adsorption and desorption from the

experimental, soil. Second, two grams of plastic clay soil that

were exposed to liqui6 TCS for 2 days were arranged along tne

tube in several particle layers. After eliminating atmospheric

gases by re-evacuating the cells, ssrbed TCE was then allowed to

desorb from the soil into the tube for a period of 4 hours and

TCE concentration over time was recorded. Capacitance

manometers were used to measure the pressure in the cells. Cell

temperature was also measured using gas phase therrocouples and

was controlled with beat tape. A computer program was generatec

using Microsoft QuickC to collect sufficient data that was later

analyzed.

The expected TCE vapor concentration as a function of time

from these experiments is shown in Figure n. As indicated

earlier, there will be an initial rise charactei.stic of

desorption near the surface of the soil layer and a subsequent

slower rate characteristic of desorption from the soil matrix.

As the period of desorption aets larger, desorr.ti<n of TCE from

soil is anticipated to reach a new equilibrium.

In this thesis, the temperatuie dependence of the initial

and subsequent desorption rates will be studied very carelully.

To accomplish thij.s task, the TCE absolute absorption cross

sectional area u as a lunctmcn o- templerature was determimn'd by
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cbserving the transmitted intensity from knowi TCE vapor

concentration at different temperatures. Further, the validity

of the Langmuir Isother:ia will be assessed in Chapter 4 of this

thesis.

In oider to conduct, the above described desorption rate

experiments, the infrared absorption spectrum for TCE in the gas

phase had to be determined and recorded at high resolution (0.02

cm l) using a Bomen DA-8 Fourier Transform Spectrometer.

3.2 E•aperimen tal Theory

3.2.1 Overview and Molecular Spectroscopy

The use and role of an infrared light source in this

reL,-arch is very critical. By comparing the intensities of the

emi'tted and transmitted signals, the concentration of gas TCE in

both glass tubes was determined. This was done according to

Beers law:'

where:

13 = Incident intensity;

I. = Transmitted intensity;

u = TCE cross section for optical absorption;

L = Path length traveled by the signal;

N = TCE concentration insidL the glass tube.

Molecules absorb light at specific B.avelengtls. Because

of its structure and its atoms, a molecule will absorb at

specific electromagnetic frequencies. In addition, the amount
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of light absorbed by a specific molecule depends on the atoms

that constitute the molecule, the structure of the molecule, and

on the type of bonds that hold the atoms together. 3 1

Frequently, different molecules may absorb some electromagnetic

frequency but with different efficiencies. For example, a TCE

molecule was found to strongly absorb light at a frequency of

3080 cm-1 but hardly absorbed a frequency of 1500 cm-:. The

photons of the absorbed light can then excite the atoms and

cause them to go to a higher energy level.

A molecule is a flexible structure whose at(rms are bonded

together by "what can be considered effective springs."31

Therefore, the molecule can vibrate and acquire vibrational

enerny This vihrAtional motion and corresuondino vibrational

energy can be altered if the molecule is exposed to iifrared

radiation. 3 1 Besides rotating, a molerule can vibrate in

several different ways, with its atoms moving in various

directions with respect to one another. The frequencies that

are primarily absorbed by the molecule correspond to the

vibrational frequencies of the atoms that form the molecule.

Several molecules, TCE for example, have both vibrational and

rotational resonances in the infrared (IR) and are thus

considered good absorbers of light in the .P sýpectrum. 3 2

1n the photoelectric effect and in many aspects of

emission and absorption, radiation behaves in a way that

suggests a stream of particles called photons. Each photon has

an amount of energy E, rel, :ed to the frequency V, by the

expression:33
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Ep = hVp (3.2)

where h is Plank's constant and the subscript p stands for

photon. When a photon is absorbed by a molecule, raising it

from its ground state, where the molecule has energy E0 , to the

excited level E., the relation between the energy E, of the

photon absorbed and the energy gained by the molecule is: 3 3

EP= Ei -Eo (3.3)

These changes in energy st.ate are called transitions. However,

not all transitions are possible but a probability is associated

with each transition.

At sufficPerntly low temperatures almost no molecule can

acquire enough energy by collision to reach an excited state and

nearly all molecules are in the ground state. 3 4 As temperature

increases, the equilibrium numbers in excited states will

increase and the amount of vibrational energy will increase. 3 4

The number of molecules with energy in the range E to E 4 dE is

proportional to the product of the Bultzmann factor e-7-' and the

niunber of states in the range dE. 3 4 For a simple case, if we

assume there are only three energy levels E., E., and E,., the

following statistical population distribucion exists 34

, : Ae- 3.4)

and
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S= A e- - (3.5)-

therefore

N-=e 
(3.6)

N.N
or

Ni Noe (3.71T

where A is 6 constant depending- tn number .. ,.... uleS.'

Therefore, it appears that temperatore does in fact have an

effect on the activation of TCE molecules. As temperature

increases, the number of energetically activated TCE Ptolecules

incre ses and their movement increases as well.

3.2.2 TCE Absozptmon Spectrum

3.2.2.1 r-Gener.. Theozy

Critical to this research was the use of an infrared

glowbar light source dind the use of few optical lensus. In

order to measure the concentration of TCE in the interior of the

cell, the intensity of the incident and transmitted signals on

the detector had to be measured and recorded thLoughout the

experiment. However, because TCE is the chemical that was used

and because different chemicals absorb different electromagnetic
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frequencies (EMF), the absorption characteristics of TCE had to

be determined.

As stated earlier, a study performed by Stadtler Research

Laboratories indicated that ?CE absorbs light very effectively,

in the frequency range of 3040 to 3140 cm-:. Therefore,

throughout this research, this frequency range was used to

determine the concentration of TCE in the gas phase within the

glass tube. Using this frequency range, changes in itoe

intensity of the transmitted signal correspond to changes in the

concentration of TCE within the enclosed glass tube.

To re-evaluate the electromagnetic frequency of the light

that TCE absorbs in the I region. and to consistently define a

more accurate range of TCE absorption, a new experimental

analysis of the TCE low resolution spectrum was performed. To

accomplish this task, a Bomen DA-8 Fourier Transform

Spectrometer was used.

3.2.2.2 Descrfption of Ecperlment

The experiment setup is shown in Figure 9. A 2 inch

diameter bv 1 incn long custom-made Calcium Fluoride cell was

used. To eliminate atmospheric interferences, this cell was

first evacuated down to vacuum, then filled with vapor TCE until

the pressure within the cell reached the vapor pressure of TCE.

The cell was then placed in the optical line of the Bomen

spectrometer. A glowbar laght source similar to the one used in

the desorption experiments was used to emit a light beam that

was reflected by several inirrors. beiore arriving at the

detector that records the wavenunibers of the trarnsrritted light,
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the beam first went through the gas TCE cell. The frequency

range used in this experiment was 3000 to 3200 cm- and the

losses of the intensity of the signal passing through the cell

was recorded and analyzed.

It is of importance to note that the ,.indows attached to

the glass tube used in the soil desorption experiment are also

made of calcium fluoride material. This material, unlike glass,

does not absorb wavelengths in the infrared frequ:ency range used

in this experiment. Therefore, any reduction in the signal is

believed to be caused only by substances inside the cell.

To account for signal losses due to other species, a

background experiment was performed using an empty cell that was

first evacuated. Because the soil used in the TCE desorption

experiments may be slightly moist, an experimenit was performed

to assess signal losses due to water by placing water in the

cell. Both control exocriments revealed negligible effects of

water and atmosphere on the TCE optical absorption spectrum.

3.2.2.3 Results of Experiment

Figure .0 indicates that TCE absorbs light in the infrared

region at a frequency near 3080 crr:. As a result, a frequency

range centered at 3080 cm: was used to increase the sensitivity

of the detectors and to isolate absorption duo to TCE alone and

not to other species in the cell. Soil desorption experiments

were thus designed so that losses iii signal can be used to

determine concentratlios of gaseous TCE desorbed irom the soi:

sanlplcs. lri addition, the nltrogen cooled iridium ant iimonide

detectors used in this keseorc)i cah d,2tect intensity changes
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very effectively near the frequency 3C0O cmn. When cooled,

these detectors will detect intensity changes very effectively.

To define a smaller and more accurate frequency range for

TCE absorption, a similar experiment at high resolution was

performed using the same apparatus that was used for low

resolution. During this experiment, TCE absorption in the gas

phase was recorded near the frequency 3080 cm-- with 0.02 cm--

increments.

Figure 11 clearly indicates that TCE in the gas phase

absorbs light very effectively (near 100 %) at a frequency near

3080 cm-:. Therefore Custom-made filters centered around 3080

cm-n that allow the passage of only those wavenumbers between

3060 and 3140 cmr- were designed and placed on the detectors.

The range 3060 to 3140 cm¼ was used to include those wave

numbers that are not 100- absorbed by TCE but that still appear

to be somewhat effectively absorbed by TCE. This will allow a

minimum signal to be detected at all times. This is critical

when comparing incident and transmittcd signals both through

high TCE concentrations. In addition, the transmitted 5ina1 l

will never approach zero because some frequencies within the

used range will never be 100- absorbed by TCE and therefore,

there will always be some signal oi, the detector even when the

cell is completely filled with I00% pure TCE.

3.2.3 Cross Sectmonal Area (a-)

3.2.3.1 Theory

Wtven a beam of photorns is rnciden.: on a meed±umn, its

intensity decreases e:-:f)onentla ly with increasing depth of
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penetration into the medium. This reduction in intensity is

referred to as attenuation of the beam. 3 0 This attenuation of a

beam can also be caused by increasing the concentration of a

light absorbing chemical.

Throughout this research, the infrared beam was

transmitted through the glass tube that contained gas TCE that

desorbed from the contaminated soil. The photons in the beam

would strike at random through the glass tube. Knowing the tube

enclosed a TCE concentration, there is some chance that a TCE

molecule would absorb one of the photons. Each TCE molecule has

an effective area a, called the cross section. 3 0 Cross section

can be thought of as the area of the molecule that is at right

angles to the direction of motion of the photons. 3 0

Furthermore, it is assumed that a TCE molecule will absorb a

photon only if the incident photon strikes an area a.30

Therefore, the probability that a collision will occur is

proportional to (. That is the probability increases as the

number of molecules increases. If we define:

dx the length of the tube;

Nr = the number of incident photons;

N = the number of molecules per unit volume (particle/r),m

each with cross section c.

dNf = the number of photons that were absorbed in the tube; and

A = the cross sectional area of the tube (cr:),-

then the ratio of thl number of the absorbed photons to thu

number of emerging photons, dN/N, equals the ratio of thu total

tarqet cross section naAdx to the tube area A. 3 0 That is
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dNp NAcrdx- = Ncydx (3.8)
N, A

The minus sign indicates that photons are being removed from the

beam. Integrating this expression and letting N: = N. at x 0

and N: = NT - dNý at x = L, the result is

NN
=x~~ -N(Y~dx (3.9)

(NL
1r-KLJ : -Noi (3. 10)

or

Niý = Noe-'N N:e-' (3.11)

Equation (3.11) indicates that the number of photons that

penetrates the glass tube decreases exponentially with tube

length. That is, the longer the tube, the more photons get

absorbed within the tube.2 0

In this study, however, the length of the tube was held

constant and the variable was TCE concentration inside the tube

that should increase because of desorption from the experimental

soil. During the period of desorption ol TCE, the concentration

of TCE inside the glass tube increases and fewer photons travel

through thu tube without be:-E absorbed by the TCE 1olecules.

Therefore, by analogy, tiie length of the tube in the above
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derivation corresponds to the concentration of TCE in this

research and the number of incident and emerging photons

corresponds to the incident and transmitted intensdtles.

Therefore, the intensity of the transmitted beam was expected to

decrease with time. That is:

1, = loe:- rL ( 3. 12) i

where

I-= transmitted intensity (mVolts);

I,= incident intensity (mVolts); -

a = cross-section for optical ar._-rption (cm-/molecule);

1 = path length (cm); and

N = concentration of TCE (molecul-s/im)

Equation (3.12) is known as Beers Law. 3 5

Once the cross-section for optical absorption of TCE was

computed, the absolute TCE concentration in gas phase could be

determined simply by calculat:r.n the ratio I,/I. then using

equation (3.12).

3.2.3.2 Descz'iption of Experiment

To experimentally determine the optical cross section of

TCE, vapor TCE was slowly introduced into each of the glass

tubes in a linear form until the vapor pressure of TCE at roomr

temperature was reached. By slx..ly evacuating both cells, this

TCE pressure was linearly released at the same rate. During the

experiment, TCE pressure, cell temperature, and thc transmitted

intensity of both cells were continuously recorded every sec';nd

via the computer. The recorded d3ta was later analyzed by using
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Beei:'s law equation (3.12) to mathematically solve for the cross

sectional area.

3.2.3.3 Results and Calculation of cross section

For each aas, the Ideal Gas Law states that:

PV nRT (3.13)

where

P = pressure of gas (torr);

V volume of gas (cmw);

n = number of moles:

R = Ideal Gas constant;
=0.0821 (iit-zicm/mo-!LK) ;•

i.0356x10-:1 (ca:-torr/n.iecle-•K); dnd

T temperature of gas (ýK)

Prrancjing equation (3.13) gives

n P
N - n = (3.14)

V RI

wnhere

N - TCE concentration (molecules/cm

The ratio n/V in equation (3.14) corresponds to the

concentration "•N" used in beer's law (equation (3.12)).

Rc,{rranJing Beer's law gives:

In :-cAN (3.15)

o r
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Iri(2±/

S- (3.16)
LN

After Substituting equation (3.1.4) for N, equation (3.16) thus

becomes.

in lo , (RT>
R-T-) 

(3. 17
I PI

or In(
PL (3.18)

PL

After replacing R with its numerical value, equation (3.18) .ecorrmes;

,In(
c - 1 0356x 10- 9 *T* (3.19)

P-

where

u = optical cross section of TCE (cm-);

I. = transmitted intensity at time t;

I= incident intensity at time zero (N = 0)

L = path traveled by beam ,nsidc the tube = 43.5 cm;

P = oressure (torr); and

7 = temperature UK) = 300 K (room temperature)

To solve for a, a graph of P veisus ln(I./I,) was plotted

anu analyzed for cell 2 (Figurc 12). Because L anu T were helo

co:.stant in equation (3.19), if 3 is assumed to be constant at a
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temperature equal to 300-K, the graph should show a linear

relation between pressure and ln(I./I,) with a negative slope.

Unfortunately, the graph appeared to have some curvature

(Fi.gure 12). The reason behind this curvature was that the

filter placed on the detector allows frequencies that are not

absorbed by TCE to p~ss through to the detector. As mentioned

earlier, both filters allow the passage of all frequencies

within the range 3060 and 3140 crr-' so that a signal not affected

by the presence of TCE in the cell will always be recorded by

the detector. This constant intensity that was constantly being

recorded by the detectors even when the cell was 100k filled

with pure TCE appears to be causing the curvature on both

graphs. TheKefuL(, aLcoe on was necessary tc cbt n a _or

accurate and representative optical cross section of TCE. A

complete mathemratical derivation that explains how and why the

specific constants were subtracted to get a linear graph can be

found in Appendix A. The results of the analysis from Appendix

A indicates that the optical cross section of TCE for cell 1 was

3,:). 33 4 xlO cm-/molecul and u.=3335xiO 2"'cm-/molecule 'or cell 2.

After the nzcessarv corrections were made, the graph was again

plotted and became nearly I00ý linear (Figure 13). Because both

cells appeared to possess very simrriL..r characteristics, it was

decided that one single cross section value would be used for

both cells. This cress seC ion C)aT computed by tak. ng the

average of the c -s.5 s- -t ion ;f ith ý e 1 Th. s value was:

C 3 314 5,N R; 2 /molAul,



3.2.3.4 Tenperature Dependence of a

The cross sectional of TCE was experimentally determined

as a function of temo'rature to 100-C. The eyperiment, which

was performed in tVŽ same way g revious cross sections were

determined, revealed no effect of temperature on the optical

cross section. Therefore, thro'.ugbhout this thesis, a constant

optical cross section of TCE at room temperature was used.

3.3 The Experiment

3.3.1 General Overview

Kinetic rates usually exhibit strong temperature

dependence in part due to activation energies. Tne temperature

dependence of the TCE desorption rates will provide critical

data fur assessing the .- r-ou-, mi rcroscoroic

mcchanisms for the desorptior process. It was expected that an

increase in temperature would accompanied by an increase in

desorption rates.

The experiments o! this study were designed to measure

temnerature deoendence of TCE descrotion ra:es f•rom Plastic Clay

98b. Tnis dependence was ev;aluated w\'ithin the range 27 to

1000 C at a fixed sorbed liquid TCE concentration and a fixed

exposure time of 2 days.

The experiments consristed of two identical glass tubes

with calcium fluorioc windows alued at each end. Measurement

devices such as pressure detectors and thermocouples arQ

attached to -ach tube to measure pressure: and temperature

throughout the desorption phase of the ezi-)eriment. To cllminate

atmospheric interferences, each glass tube war evacuated down "o
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vacuum. To continuously maintain the experimental soil under a

fixed temperature, both glass tubes had heating tape placed

around them throughout the desorption period of TCE from the

soil. Each of the two glass tubes was filled with 2 grams of

Plastic Clay 98b that has been continuously exposed to liquid

TCE for a period of 2 days. The two tubes were then closea,

temperature was applied, and data collection began.

To detect and measure the concentr-tion of desorbed TC7 in

the glass tube, a glowbar was used as the source of an infrared

beam that would travel through the closed tubes. Before

reaching the first end of the tube, this IR beam would first

have to go through an optical chain discussed in the next

section. Then tue signal will enter and leave the experimental

tube through calcium fluoride windows, pass through the filters

and finally arrive at the detector wnere its intensity was

recorded. Because data was collected via a computer, all

measurements, including temperature, pressure, and signal

intensity, were converted to voltage then transmitted to tne

comoucer. Via the written computor program, the corrmputer was

able to convert the recorded data back to its absolute units

(ý'C, torr, nVolts) and stored it in a data file.

3.3.2 Components of the Optica2 chain

"The apparatus used in these experiments consisted of

several optical and electronic devices. These optical devices

were placed in a chain such that the errcr sources were

minirmized and the quality of th2 d&ita collected was higher.

This optical chain consisted of several devices.
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Throughout this research, a glowbar was used in this study as an

infrared light source. Second in the optdc:aJ. Thain, an aperture

was placed next to the glowbar in order to limit the spatial

extent of the IR light beam for maximum intensity on the

detectors. To chop the IR signal, a chopper was placed after

the aperture and was set at a constant frequenrcv of 24Hz(not a

fraction or a multi;ple of 60Hz). This frequency was conneicted

to a lock-in amplifier to eliminate the IR emissions from other

sources in the room and to allow only the IR ýignal coming out

of the glowbar to be detected. To converge the chopped signal

for maximum intensity, a calcium florid lens was placed after

the chopper. Because of the simr:ltaneous use of two parallel

cells, and the wav the isas desitened; Pc

beam splitter was placed after the Iens to split the IR beam

into two equal beams. The first half beam would go through the

first cell (cell 1), and the other half, after being reflected

by a mirror, would go through the second cell (cell 2). This

mirror was needed because of the setup of the two ctlls with

respect to the IR glowbar source.

In order to obtain accurate data, calcium fluoride windows.

were glued to the ends of each glass tube to allow the signa to

pass through the glass tubes with no losses. These window:.'

not absorb infrared liaht. Therefore, any reduction ill th!e

signal's intensity would not be caused by the windows;. Th-

windows are glued on the ends of the tubes by a mix called

Seal that is dosig:,-_d for applicazions in a vacuui: en- :. i: :.Z.
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In order to maintain the cells unoer vacuum conditions at the

connections of glassware, Kelvar (Teflon) 0-rings were placed

between the steel connectors and the glassware. These O-rings

were designed to not adsorb any organic chemicals and were found

to adsorb a negligible anmount of TCE. To connect the different

pieces of glassware of the experimental apparatus, three types

of • inch Cajon Tube Fittings connectors were used in the

experiment. The three connectors are made of stainless steel

and include T-connectors, 90 degree elbows, and straight

connectors. These fittings compress 0-rings to seal against the

glass tubing. In addition, four valves were used in the

experimental apparatus. Two of these valves were used to

ouitLl vacuum, conditions and the other two were used to expose

the cells to vapor TCE ior alignment purposes and in the TCE

optical cross section experiments. Each of these two valves was

placed on a glassware finger that contained liquid TCE and that

was connected to the cell via a T-connector. All foul valves

were tested and found not to a.low an. lea?:s.

To keep the experiment enclosed and to maintain the

desorbing TCE within the cell for coricentration measurements,

different glassware pieces were used. These glassware pieces

were connected in a way to maintain the cells under vacuumr, and

away from atmospheric int.erferences. Finally arid mo!i:

importantly, two 'Y shaped glass tubes were used to contairn the

e-.perimerlta! soil and h'.s the uesorbiric 'ICE. Ea" h Coi these

"ubes was placed in ,i-y tat a liowed toh incienl , PT b.,rr to

go th~rough the ,desori•. rn v,•;-r TC> drid to arr ive or, th,..
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detector. These class tubes were I-, inch in diameter and could

hold vacuum conditions of under 5Sx10 torr. After each

experiment, these tubes were cleaned and maintained under vacuum

to eliminate any glass adsorbed substances.

3.3.3 Data Collection System

To obtain consistent and very accurate results, several

measurement devices were used in this study to continuously

collect data every minute.

Gas Phase Thermocouples were used to measure temperature

in the interior of the cell. These thermocouples were

introduced into the cell in a way that they are In the cell's

atmosphere without touching the glassware. These thermocouples

were desianed so that a change in the temperature in the cell

would effect the resistance and thus the voltage in the

thermocouples. This voltage was then recoided by the comouter

and converted to degree Celsius (°C) via the computer program.

To measure pressurc withrn tre experimental cell, Earatror,

Pressure Transducers were connec.ed tc the cn'ri__ '_ ea

the two cells. These aevices could measure oressurc w th n tne

ranoe 0 to lt torr (> C-E vacor uressure) . 7. chance in

Uress-ue :. cel u--wul ca',se a m.iae an voltýaue ona was

convertedccressure tc -r arn was ciscaved y tZie device.

These pressure transcucc-:s were connected to O colrruer .,.ic-

recorded tihese pressure readings (every mrriute. A hand-pass

filter was ;iaccd on each detector to filter out cnlv thce

treuricvos\ ansorbed by TICE. Thne ' :.lters wo-ie des.ionocd to

tran.smit 70- or higher of th- intensity b4tween 3060 and -
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cm All other frequencies wvre not transmitted by these

filters. This will increase the efficiency in measuring the

concentration of TCE in the cel2.. To evaluate the accuracy of

their detection, these filters were experimentally tested for

transmitivitv and the results arc shown oi Fioure 14. Most

importantly, 2 Photuvoltaic Indiun Antimonide Detectors (inrSb)

wexe used to measure the intens ty of the IR signal transmitted

through the experimental cell and onto the band-pass filters.

These detectors were continuously cooled by liquid nitrogen to

keep their temperature very low in order to increase their

sensitivity. These detectors generated a voltage that

corresponded to the intensity of the signal incident on the

Hetectors. Each voltaoe was then transmitted to a

Transimnpedence Preamplifier that boosted the signal. This

signal was then correlated wi*h the frequency of the chopper by

a Lock-_n amplifier. Both Lock-i. amp2lifiers were connected to

the comnuter that recorded and stored the intensity of the

transmitted signal every minute. The minimum aetectable TCE

concentration of these detectors was found to be in the order of

0.02 torr. Finally, a room- temoerature Hamamatsu Detector that

did not need to be continuously cooled by liuid r.itrogen was

T)laced next to th- lens facing the 7F source and was used to

dtc changes in the intensity of the IR source. The purpose

o7 this was to determine whethe_ a changoe in the -rg:-al' s

ý' tens:- va due to Ii c:--.,i thi intensity of the TB source

or 1n, t:.= *:o'..t ir.o f aeso bed TCE Ir. the glass tuhe.
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3.3.4 Soil Preparation

The soil used in all experiments of this study was Plastic

Clay 98b that was purchased from the National institute of

Standard and Technology. This soil was initially oven-dried and

freed from all contaminants. Therefore, the only contaminant in

this soil was TCE. The moisture content of this soil was

relatively small and its effects on adsorption and desorption

were considered negligible.

The soil was placed in a glass tube and was continuously

exposed to liquid TCE for a period of 2 days. Throughout this

period, the soil was isolated from room atmosphere to allow

longer contact with TCE. If left exposed to atmosphere, TCE

would evaporate in a matter of hours. In addition, the quantity

of liouid TCE (about 10 ml) was large enough to soak the 2 grams

of soil, assuring full soil saLuration. In addition, during the

exposure period, the tube was maintained at room tempe::ature.

At the end of second day, the soil was removed from the tube and

was allowed 10 to i5 minutes t-o slightly dry. During this

period of time, the heat tape was placed around the tube ard was

held at a constant teTiperature. The 2 grams of soil were then

placed in the tube In the form of several particle layers and

the tubes were closed.

3.3.5 Des.crLptzon of the Experiment

As stated carliem, plastic clay was exposed to liquid TCE

for a period of 2 day's. Before beginning each experiment, the

cell's walls and other components of h-( cell were allowed to

off-aas the sorbed TCE bv maintainnig the cell uiide'r vacuum for



a period of 24 hours. At the end of the off-gas period, the

heat tape was placed around the glass tube and the soil was

allowed to dry off for a period of 15 minutes (as needed). When

the soil was almost dry, it w;s chen p2 aced inside the glass

tube in the form of several partic-e layers. Each glass tube

contained 2 ± 0.1 grams of plastic clay soil. To eliminate

atmospheric interferences and to remove the desorbed gas TCE

from the open cell in order to record the initial signal

intensity at vacuum, the cells were evacuated down to vacuum for

10 seconds. Both glass tubes had heat tape placed around them

and were maintained esch at a constant temperature throughout

the desorption phase of TCE from the soil. At this time,

desorption test started and data was recorded.

To of ta-n background data, and to determine the effects of

a temperature increase on the intensity of the signal, an

experiment was performed while keeping the cells empty and

maintained at fixed temperatures. This experiment revealed that

temperature had a negligible effect on the intensity of the

signal (Aopendix A)I) Thereforc, any drop in thes

intensity was mainly caused by the presence of TCE in the ceil.

Desorption was evaluated under five different

temperatures: 27C, 400C, 64 C, 701C, and 100-C. The variation

in these temperatures was ± 2 C. 9ecause it was foun. that

desorption reached a steady state within E period of four hours,

data for all fi "e experim(-nts was recorded for a period ol four

hours only. The detectors were cooled at thu neginT-iing of each

cxperimeni
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IV. Results and Disc ssion

4.1. Results

The data col.lected during this study was plotted against

time and the results of the five experiments are as follows:
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4.2 Interpretation and Analysis of The Results

4.2.1 Interpretation of the Results

TCE desorption from TCE contaminated plastic clay appears

to be strongly correlated with temperature. This conclusion is

supported both theoretically, by a scientific understanding of

the mechanism of desorption of TCE and by the effects of

temperature on the kinetics of this mechanism, and by

experimental data on TCE desorption from Plastic Clay 98b. The

five curves of Figure 25 indicate that the rate of desorption of

TCE from plastic clay is very dependent on-temperature. At room

temperature (27 0 C), TCE desorbed at a slower rate and desorption

reached a steady state with nearly 2 torr of TCE in the gas

phase. At high temperatures, 100lC, TCE appeared to desorb

faster and in a large quantity of nearly 24 torr.

The first stage of desorption (the fast stage) appears to

also depend on temperature. During this stage of desorption

(Figure 25), the graphs became steeper each time temperature was

raised, indicating a correlation between the rate of desorption

of TCE and temoerature. At each temperature, the subsecuent

desorption stage is a steady state stage where TCýt concentration

anpears to be unchanging. However, the time it took desorption

to reach steady state conditions appears to be somewhat

correlated to teminerature. These time intervals 'ecteased with

increasing temperature. The graphs also show that recardless of

temperature, desorption alwa-ys reached a steady state

chiaracterized bv a "coinsta: " TCE concentraticn an the cell.

These stadstate condition,:s uossibl'v indicate that th•- rates
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Quf ads;rptuon and desorption of TCE became equal after the

conceyicration of 7CE in the cell reached a certain value under a

specific temperature.

4.2.1.1 Surface Desorptlon

It is believed that the first TCE molecules that deso.b

from the soil were those that resided on the upper soil surface.

The bonds between TCE arnd the soil surface are expected to be

much weaker than those between TCE and the soil matrix. Thus

these TCE molecules from the soil surface are the first ones

that readily desorb and enter the gas phase. At room

temperature, it is believed that most of the gas TCE in the cell

has desorbed from the soil surface and only a very small.

fraction desorbed from the interior of the soil particles. As

temperature increases, this soil surface TCE desorbs faster and

subsequent desorption starts reaching the TCE in the sorbed

phase inside the interior of the soil matrix. Thcse conclusions

are supported both theoretically by the fact that TCE diffusion

i: the soil marix will limit the rate of desorption from th-

interior of the soil, and experimentally by the fact that after

completely evacuating the cell down to vacuum, a much smaller

quanlity of TCE desorbed from the soil at a much slower rate

(Appendix A, Figure 32).

4.2.2.2 Intez.Lor Desoxpt~lon

Current rem'.ciation techrtiques succeed in removing most of

tile .TCE orn he sonl sturacu. It: was earlher stated in Chaptcr 2

of this thesis that a large fraction of TCE contamination is

adsorbed or entrapped in the interior of the soil matrix. This
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fraction resists most common remediation techniques and forms a

continuous source of TCE contaminatinn. If not completely

removed, this continuous contamination can last decades while

contaminating larger quantities of soil and water. This is the

case because TCE desorption from the inuerior of the soil

particle at ambient temperatures takes longer periods of time.

After the desorption from the soil surface is complete,

desorption from the interior of the soil is initiated. The

results of this study indicate that the rate of the interior

desorption is slow at room temperature and increases with

Lncreasing temperature. To desert the solid phase and enter the

gas phase, a TCE molecule must undergo some transitions. The

bond that hold-- the TWE molecule to the soil particle must first

be overcome. The TCE molecule w'.ll then leave the soil particle

and enter the gas phase in the cell as the distance between the

two becomes larger. At hiah temperatures, these transitions

appear to occur faster and with high efficiency. This is

theoretically supported by the fact that temperature is often

used as a catalyst to increase the rate of a reaction.

Experimentally (Figure 25), the results of this study

indicate that both the number of TCE molecules that uidergo

these transitions, or what can be called a "phase change" from

the sorbed phase to the gas phase, and the rate of these

transitions heavily depend on temperature. At room temperature,

less than !.5 tcrr ol. TCE desorbed from the soi1l. On the other
hand, at l00e, over 24 torr uf TCE desorbed at a faster rate.

The difference can be explained by the fact that higher



temperatrures are needed to increase the movement and the

transition of molecules from the soil surface or from wi-hin the

soil matrix to the gas phase.

4.2.2 Analysis of the Results:

4.2.2.1 The Langmuir Kl.netic Model

If we assume that in order to desorb to the gas phase, a

TCE molecule must leave the soil particle and enter the gas

phase, then the desorption process would look like the

following:

TCE

Ka
1 ,._ + S __ ~_ _ S

Sdrface "'.th Sorbed PluseGas Phaýse Srx ~.;
VaLant SaLes

where:

S = soil particle;

Ka = TCE adsorption rate; ano

Kd = TCE desorption rate.

By further assuming that a sci] pai:icle possesses more than one

available site where a TCE molecule can bond to then if

41Sites wheic TCE is in soil0=
Total , of sites soil
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"# sites

Unit surface area

V = Volume of cell and

S = Surface area of soi

then the change in the number of TCE molecules in the %as phase

will equal the change in the number of TCE sites which TCE bonds

to. Mathematically written:

d (fSO) -d([TcEV) (4._,1
dt

which gives

n r\ ,rT(TF I Fre]-v -- d[-" I_| -- _ (L__/4.2)
)dt dt dL

where

Thus

I I d[TCEI
Wq -Ka[TCE(]I- o) KdO .ktdt

Further, if we assunme that

0(0) Oo and [TCE](O) 0

equation (4.2) becomes
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0- 0 = -4TC E] (4.4)

or

0=0, -fITCE] (45)

By letting [TCE] = y, equation (4.5) then becomes

0 Oo -6fly (4.6)

Substituting equation (4.6) for 6 in equati.on (4.3) gives:

=- =y_ -Kay(l- Oo + Ay)+ Kd 0o--ly,

dtn'-

f)CKd 0o- [Kdg--Ka(1-0o)]y- K.a-tf ý .7)

By leýting:

A Kal

1B Kdfl - Ka( - 0,,)

and

C=Kd 0.

equation (4.7) becomes

. Ay -r Y -i- C
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To solve the integrals of equation (4.?), leý

A = B -4AC = Kd,--- 2Kd,6K(1- 3O)u)+ K:(-1t,) -

Therefore, the solution to equation (4.8) is

I In( 2Ay + B- y 
(4.9)

y 2Ay+B+VA

or

S2A,'+ B-y (B-y) 4

2Ay +B)/ e,(4.10)

which leads to

~ (4.11)
2 A[(B +.) (D -•)

However,

B-p- 13-(B-.4AC) 4AC "2C=2KdO(

2A 2A 42A

and by further 3ssumning that all the soil sites were initially

filled with TCE or that the soil is initially saturated with

TCE, 0 = 1 and eq iality (4 12) becomes

13 --:2kd-
2A
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Therefore, equation (4.11) becomes

2K(e;t - ])

[TCE]t = -- (4.13)(B+y)-(B-y)et

To determine the values for K.- and K,, equation (4.13) was curve

fitted to the experimental data. The results of this curve fit

are displ.ayed in the follcwing table:

Temperature (-C) K6 K Sd Er K- K. Sd Er R

27 0.0952 0.012z. 0.0001 0.0013 0.• 70

40 0.1422 0.0132 I.1E-7 0.0041 0.88)7

64 0.2616 0.0113 6.4E-7 0.0078 0.9716

70 0.2720 0.0132 1.2E-6 0.0013 0.9612
100 0.5037 0.0414 0.0102 0.0003 !

4.2.2.2 Analysis of the Results

4.2.2.2.2 Molecmlar Interpretation of Teqperati-re

The ideal gas law states the following: 3 0

PV =NKT (4.14)

where:

P = pressure in the cell in torr;

V = volume of the cell in cm (held constant;

N = number of TCE molecules in the cell;
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K = Boltzmann's constant; and

T = temperature in the cell in Kelvin.

Furthermore, it has been •roven that the pressure of N molecules

oe an idea]. gas contained in a vclume V is proportional to the

number of molecules per unit volume and to the average

30
transitional kinetic energy per molecule. That is:

2 N I

where

P = total pressare on the cell wail;

N = number of molecules per unit volume;

V = volume of container (cell);

m = mass of a molecule; and

r V average molecular speed.

Rearranging equation ý4.14) gives:

p- v

By using this e>:xression for P, eauarion (4.15) becomes

3K2 1T=-mv (4. 16)

That is, the absolute temperature of an ideal gas is a measure

of the average of the souare of the speed of its molecular

constituents. By rearranging equation (4.16), the translational

moiecular kinetic energy can be related to the temperature as

follows:
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Figure 27: Effect of temperature on the average velocity of TCE

molecules.
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1 3lmw: =3KT (4. !

2

Solving for v in equsticn (4.i7) gives.

13KT
3= VT(4. 18)

in

The e.ý:press5on for molecular velocity in equation (4.18) shows

that at a given temperature, --a TCE molecale has a corresponding

velocity. As temperature increase, this molecular speed

increases and the molecule moves faster and possesses more

on the m.;vement and translation of a molecule.

4.2.2.2.2 TCE-Soil Surface Bond

A soil particle is formed by several atoms including iron,

aluminum, calcium, magnesium, and several others. These atoms

coexist within the interior of the soil matrix and are held

together by several energy bonds. These energy bonds transfer

energy between each other and transfer some of this energy to

the exterior of the soil Larticle. Since this study focused

mostly on the soil surface desorption, it was assumed that a TCE

molecule is in the sorbed phase when it is attached to the soil

surface as drawn in Figure 28. in order for it to desorb to the

vapor phase, a TCE molecule must first break the energy bond

that is attaching it to the soil surface.
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HATSuoredC1 H • o cule
A Sorbed TCE Moleculele / H I

C C C C

C1 -C1 C1/ C1

TCE-Soil I r (Potential Energy)

Bond

4 Soil Surface

Energy Transf"-- A Soil
From Soil atoms Al M Ca" --- EParticle
to soil surface to
TCE molecules I .nergy Bond

of Soil atoms

Figure 28: Diagram representIng the bond attaching a TCE

molecule to the surface of a soil particle.
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When temperature was raised, thermal energy within the

experimental cell increased and was absorbed by the atoms of the

soil particle. As a result, the vabrational and the

translational energies within the mfatrix of the soil particle

increased. A part of these energies was then transferred to the

TCE-soil surface bond allowing the TCE molecule to vibrate much

quicker, increasing its chances of detaching itself from the

soil surface. As temr-rature was further raised, the amount of

energy transferred to e TCE molecule increased, and the

probability that this molecule desorbs increased as well.

4.2.2.2.3 Temperatnre and Energy States of a Molecule

Molecules of a substance in the gas phase move with

different speeds and possess dojfferenr energies. in orher

words, there are several energy states wh--e a molecule can

reside depending on the amount of its tota 1 energy (Figure 29).

At sufficiently low temperatures, almost no molecule can acquire

enough energy by collision to reach an excited state and almost

all molecules are in the ground state, moving very slowly.

Simultaneously, very few molecules eside in the higher energy

states and move with higher speeds. As temperature increases,

the equilibrium number of molecules in each excited state

increases and the amount of molecular vibrational c.,argy

increases. The translarion from one energy level to another was

found to be correlated with temperature because thermal energy

is used by molecules to increase their kinetic energy, thus

increasing their translational speed.
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At room temperature, most TCE molecules are in the ground

state. These molecules are close to the soil surface and

possess low kinetic energy and low translational speed. As

temperature was zaised, a large number of these molecules began

acquiring thermal energy. This increase in temperature then

allowed the molecules to move faster and to rise to higher

energy levc.s. The result is large numbers of molecules with

higher velocities in the excited states and fewer molecules in

the ground state with lower velocities. In addition, the length

of the TCE-soil bond of these excited molecules starts to

increase with temrperature, increasing rhe number of molecules

that are entering the vapor phase (Figure 30) . However, at any

given temperature, there will always be a number of molecules in

the ground state. This number decreases with increasing

temperature.

4.2.2.2.4 TIeerature and TCE Dezoortion Rates

It was theoretically expected that TCE desorption rate, K_,

is a function of temperature of the follow:ing form:

Ka(T) = koe (4. 19K)

where:

K. = TCE desorption rate at temperature T;

K- = TCE desorption rate at infinite tempneature;

K = Boltzmann constant = i0- J F-

T = absolute temperaturc f" ) ; and
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E= energy that holds a TCE molecule to a soil particle.

Equation (4.19) can also be written in the form:

E-
In(Kd) = ln(Ko)--- (4.20)

KT

Equation (4.20) iLidicates a linear relationship between ln(K=)

and I/T with a negative slope of value E./K. After plotting

ln(Kd) versus l/T using the experimental data, the grapY- is

nearly 100ý linear with an R square of 0.996 and a fit standard

error of 0.0288 (Figure 31). These values indicate that the

desorption rates of TCE and temperature were consistent with

equation (4.19). As temperature increases, the ratio I.L
KT

decreases and the term e' increases, increasing the value of K•,

the desorption rate of TCE at temperature T. Using regression

analysis, the slope of this line is --- , and was found to be:K

L
-:2531 63 'K
K

Initially, A TCE molcoule is attached to a soil parzicle

with a bond of energy E,. This energy was computed using the

experimental data and was found to be:

E,=K*(2531.63 "K")

= (1023 J"K") (2531 633 K)*(624145xlOI eV/J)

= 0.158 e\V
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In order for it to desorb and enter the gas phase, • "2E

molecul.e must acquire enough energy to overcome E, and break the

bond that ties it to the soil particle (Figure 28). Physically,

when in the sorbed phase, a TCE molecule is at a distance d away

from the surface of a soil particle. Therefore, in order for it

to enter the vapor phase, a TCE molecule must gain enough energy

that will help it break the soil bond, leave the soil surface,

and be at a much further distance away from the soil particle.

This energy and subsequent speed are gained as thermal energy

from the cell temperature. Therefore, the higher the

temperature in the cell, the more thermal energy is available

for the TCE molecules, and the faster these TCE molecules are

able to desorb. This thermal energy is used as transitional

energy that allows the molecule to move faster to higher energy

levels and enter the vapor phase.

4.2.2.2.5 Steady State Conditions of Desorption

The desorption graphs show that when steady state

conditions are reached, the concentration of TCE in the gas

phase appears to remain constant. This could mean that either

the rates of desorption and adsorption of TCE in the cell are

equal or that all TCE has aesorbed from the scil and is in the

gas phase. To solve the problem, an exreriraent was conducted to

determine if a steady state condition had been reached. The

outcome of this exoeriment is shown in Figure 32. After about

four hours of desorption, the cell was cvacuated to vacuum and

t ie soil was allowed co desorb once more. After 4 hours of

desorption, the concentlation of TCE in the, cull increased to
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about 0.5 torr. This indicates that there was more TCE in the

soil and that the concentration gradient does in fact slow down

desorption. From the same graph, it can be shown that the rate

of desorption has decreased. Tni! means that 6 is no longer

equal to 1 at the beginning of the second desorption.

Finally, the results of the analysis indicate the presence

of a simultaneous slow adsorpcion process (K. > 0). Few TCE

molecules are expected to go in a cycle of adsorption and

desorption. Therefore, at any time, there is always some

quantity of TCE left attached to the soil.- This quantity is

expected to decrease with increasing temperature. In this

research, to make the adsorption rate approach zero, the cell

ilt2u t 'be evacuated HtJ LO ly and LA At.. CAL-... .. ..

increased.
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V. Findings and Conclusions

5.31 Findings

The findings of this thesis include:

1. Ea = 0.158 eV is the energy of the bond that holds a TCE

molecule to a plastic clay soil particle.

2. Desorption rates of TCE from plastic clay are correlated to

temperature by the following function:

_i•

Kd(T) = Koe KT

Using the numerical values for E_, K, and K0 , this equation can

be written as:

Kd(T) = 6.1 le (molecule/m) /minute

3. At infinite temperature, the desorption rate of TCE from

plastic clay is:

Kd - ,:6.11 (mec'iuc m ) minui.

5.2 Conclusions

The results of this study indicate that temperature

influences the desorption rate of TCE from soil. At high

temperatures, TCE desorbs at a faster rate and in larger

quantities. This increase in temperature appears t:o al)ow a

sorbed molecule to gain enough thermal energy to overcome the
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bond that ties it to the soil particle and enter the gas phase.

If a TCE molecule is not supplied with any form of energy that

it can use to overcome Ea, the molecule will stay attached to

the soil particle and its chances of desorbing are very low.

With no energy sources, TCE molecules will remain attached to

the soil surface, may enter the soil matrix, will resist common

remediation techniques, and will form a cor.ntinuous source of

contamination.

The analysis of the collectEd data during this study

further indicates that the relation Detween TCE desorption rates

and temperature did follow the Langmuir kinetic model. This

model describes the mathematical relation between the vapor

concent-ratioln 61(3 t}•- 'jubt;: c~-cit at i Oi f C1 Uh-ikiumi~ .

Therefore, by knowing the vapor concentration, it would be

possible to determine the remaining sorbed concentration of TCE

in the soil.

5.3 Reconmendations

It appears from the results of this study that this

optical absorption method must be somehow used in largQ scales

in the outer environmental fields. To increase the efficiency

of the remediation techniques and to lessen the resistance of

those molecules in the sorbed phase, the contaminated site must

be thermally heated. This could be done using Radiation heating

or other type of heat sources. An example would be to use hct

air during air injection techniques. This method may be

economically impossible, but the efficiency will definitely be

higher than when ambient air was used. It would also helu a
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little if clean-up actions take place when the ambient

temperature is at its peak.

A better way to conduct future desorption experiments

would be to measur the chemical sorbed concentration prior and

after desorption is complete. This way, it would be possible to

quantify the desorbed quantity of the chemical and the amount

that resisted desorption. These quantities may be represented

as percentages of the initial sorbed concentration. Therefore,

it will be possible to say that at this specific temperature,

this much TCE desorbs and this much doesn't. The results would

definitely be more useful in real world applications. After

knowing the initial sorbed concentration, one would be able to

determine the optimum temperature to use in owder to decrease

the sorbed concentration to below the maximum contamination

level (MCL). This would both save extra spent money and a.-sure

the concentration is below the MCL.
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Appendix A: Error Sources

E

I' The experiments of this study were designed to obtain

W consistent, correct, and accurate data. All identified error

sources were minimized and corrected for. However, as with any

experimental design, this research has a number of unavoidable

error sources that must be corrected for. These errors were as

follows:

1. Leak Errors and Concentration Gradcient in the Cell

This was previously discussed in section 1.6. After

performing several experiments to evaluate the leak rates in

each cell, it was found that over a period of 4 hours, pressure

in cell 1 increased to 0.4 torr while pressure in cell 2

increased to 0.28 torr. In addition, it was noticed that this

leak approaches an asmnptotic value. Compared to the desorption

period (4 hours), this leak was considered negligible. Since

air moves from high pressure to low pressure, the leak is

assumed to be from the room into the cell (P,,.: S 70 torr and

'760 torr). At the simt time, it was experimaentally found

that substances in the air do not absorb light within the

frequency range 3060 to 3140 cm-. Therefore, a leak would

negligibly ýffect the transmitted signal. However, it is

believed that pressure and concentration gradients in the cell

could affect the rate of TCE desorption from soil (Figure 32).

During the first 4 hours desorption experiment, the rate

of TCE desorption was found to be increasing to a certain point

then slows after TCE accumulates in the cell preventing more TCE
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from desorbing. This was experimentally determined by leaving

the soil in the cell and drawing the cell down to vacuum for the

second time. The results were more TCE desorbed out the soil

but at a slower rate. As this operation was repeated several

times, the rate starts getting slower and slower.

2. Room Temperature Changes

Throughout tI .s research, room temperature ranged from 26

to 280C. This change seemed to not affect TCE desorption from

the soil.

3. Detector/Filter Errors

A study was performed to evaluate the decline cf the

sensitivity of both detectors over time using the same

experimental cells but constantly maintained under vacuum. This

study revealed that both detectors showed a slight decrease in

intensity over the period of desorption. Theoretically, this

decrease in intensity should be caused by an increase in the

concencration cf TCE in the cell. However, the cells were

continuously under vacuum throughout the duration of the

exneriment.. Theref.oe, wner. eva-iatinc TOE desorotion from

soil, a partial decrease o' the inzensi\:v over tIme is not

caused bv TOE, instead i7 was cue tc c:e decrease in tne

detector's sensitiviy. Thi-s floats ar- fuirher discussed :n

Appendix C.

4. Desorption due to Cell

One of the ma-or obstacles in thsis stud'.' was the fact that

the glassware and the O-rings both adsorbed and desorbed a

partial quantity of TCE. To minimize these errors, the
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experimental cell was kept under vacuum for a period of 12 hours

after each desorption experiment. This will allow the removal

of TCE adsorbed to the cell. To further check this assumption,

the cell was tested for adsorption and desorption. The results

indicated that the amount of TCE desorbing from the cell was

negligible compared to that desorbing from the soil.

Furthermore, new 0-rings (Teflon material) that do not adsorb

organic compounds were used to minimize desorption due to the

cell.

5. Data Collection Errors

Because of the electronic measurement devices used in this

study, some errors could appear in the data collected due to all

the connections between these components over time. These

errors are expected to be minimum and were also accounted for in

the correction for the detector float.

6. 2Experiinental Errozs

These errors are mainly due to the way experiments were

conducted and the way soil was introduced in the cell, and

others. These errors wet also minimized by being consistent

between experiments and by conducting all experiments in the

same way and under same conditions. For example, the soils for

all experiments were exposed for the same period of 2 days, the

same quantity of soil was used in the five experiments, the soil

was introduced and placed in the cell in the same way, and the

cell alignments were neatly identical for all exoeriments.
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7. Effect of Temperature on TCE

An experiment was conducted to deterrrine the effects of

temperature on the structure and the intearity of TCE. To

accomplish this, I0 torr of TCE were introduced into the cell

and kept enclosed under a constant temperature of 100tC for a

period of 5 hours. This experiment indicated that a temperature

of 1CO C does not have any effect on the integrity and the

molecular structure of TCE (Figure 33). This again indicates

that any drop in the signal was mainly due to an increase in the

concentraLion of TCE in the cell.

8. Effect of Temperature on The Intensity of the Signal

An experiment was also performed to determine the effect

of temperature on the intteisity cf the signal. This was done to

determine whether the drop in the intensity of the signal was

caused by the increase in temperature or by an increase in TCE

concentration in the cel'. This was accompolished by maintaining

temperature at 100:'C, closing the empty cell, and monitoring the

change in the intensity of tne transmitted signal for a period

of 4 hours. The results indicated that teaperature his a very

negligible influence on the signal's intensity (Figure 34). For

instance, a temperature of 100:C caused a drop in the signal

that corresponos to a TCE pressuire less than a half torr.
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Appendix B: Correction of Cross Sectional Area of TCE

After a beam goes through the cell which contains TCE, its

intensity, 1(v), which is frequency dependent, is subject to

Beer's Law. After the beam leaves the cell and arrives at the

filter placed on the detector, its intensity is reduced again

because of TCE's unabsorbed wave numbers that pass through the

filter. Therefore, the intensity, I(v), recorded by the filter

is equal to that intensity that would be recorded by the

detector with no TCE and no filter in the path of the beam, I.•ax#

multiplied by the fraction allowed by TCE, [I/I•]-:, and

further multiplied by the fraction allowed by the filter,

[I/!•]•.-.•. where:

I (v) = recorded intensity with TCE and filter in the path

of the beam;

Ic= recorded intensity with no TCE in the cell;

= recorded intensity with no TCE and no filter in the

path of the beam;

fraction transmittec throuah filter only

U'io TCE); and

[I/I ], = fraction transmitted through TCE (no filter).

Z! Because of Beei's Law,
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and because of the filter's cransmitivity, T(X), equation (B.l)

becomes:

I(v) .I T(v)* e- *6 .111 (B.2)

However, the detector "sees" the in-tensity:

I J T(v)1oe-"(')'\dv (B.3)

Integration from 0 to < was used in order to compute the

intensity measured by the detector.

In the case where the cell contains no TCE (N = 0), equation

(B.3) becomes:

l = T(v)Ind (B.4)

However, our interest was to compute the signal change due

TCE in the cell only. This change due to TCE alone was found by

taking the ratio of equation (B.3) to ecuatton (5.4). The

result is:

(B.5)

Figure 35 graphically explains the correction. The filter

allows transmission of only a fraction (t) of the entirc light

beam arid this traction must be witlhin a certain frequency range
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(T). Therefore, any frequency outside the range T will not be

transmitted. TCE, on tha other hand, allows transmission of all

frequencies but those within the range A and only a fraction of

the number of photons get through without being absorbed by the

molecules of gas TCE in the cell according to Beer's Law: e-".

Therefore, to account for transmission due to both TCE in the

cell and the filter on the detector, only the fraction W"\ was

transmitted and was recorded by the detector. By referring to

Figure 35, the shaded area is equal to [t(T-A)+tAeaI"], where a

corresponds to the cross sectional area of TCE (a), and equation

(B.5) then becomes:

Jj(T -A) + tAeN

L] Ir. Tt

(B.6)

or

Since the reduction of the signal duo to TCE in the ccll is

LnaJTCL

therefore, equation (b.7) i)ecomes
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I1*c ý ([1] (B. 8)

This is the correction that needs to be done in order to convert

the reduction in the intensity - to that due to TCE alone.

Therefore, to solve for signal changes caused by TCE only, the

data recorded by the detector, I/It,, must be used along with the

values of T and A, found by a spectrometer, and substituted in

equation (B.8). This correction will then lead to a linear

relation between ln(I-/I0) and P, indicating-a constant optical

cross section of TCE (Figure 13).

After testing both filters and running a cross section

experiment on both cells, .....te results for co•l i withfltr

were:

T = 43 cm-' and A = 29 cm--

These vali:,s were thor. :_--d t1L -•.:_e the slope of the curve

plot of !n(I:/I,-) vs. Pressure. Using a regression analysis.

and equation (B.7)

InK-
o- 1.0356x 10-1 T*xT l*

PL
-0.04648

-- 1 00356x10' 0 *3004K*
43.5 cm

.3 32x10 2 °'cm / molecule

where 0.04648 is the slope of the plot of ln(I./l-) against

pressure. The same procedure was applied to cell 2.
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To check the accuracy of these values, the data was

further analyzed using the mathematical software table curve.

Ln(I,/I 0 ) was plotted against pressure using the correction

formula described by equation (B.8). In other words, the graph

of ln(I:/ID) versus pressure (P) was plotted and fitted to the

curve

Y= Ce-B +(1 -C) (B. 9)

where:

Y XP B-- C=A
-LIoI RT T

Using the actual data for I. and pressure, Y and X were plotted

and fitted to equation (B.9) by adjusting and fitting the values

of B and C that would give the best fit. The result of this

analysis were:

B C R- CCo. 1ticn

Cell! 0.0464 0.638 0.995 3. 3 210 L 0.36K] 157
_JTCE F _

Cell2 0,0469 O.C23 0.996 3.3= xlKO ] 1.6111- TC L l -r

Averg 0.046G 0.630 N/A 3.335x20- L-i iCE - 0.

1 = - 0.37 11
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Therefore, by applying these correction to the

experimental data, and.by plotting the corrected data against

experimental pressure, P, the results were linear graphs with

constant slopes which indicate constant cross section areas for

both cells (Figure 13).

This value of the cross section will then be used to find

an expression for the pressure in the tube that is caused by TCE

only (Appendix B).
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Appendix C: Correction for Random Drift of Detectors

After performing two 36 hour tests on the detectorý, while

maintaining both cells empty and continuously under vacuum, it

was experimentally determined that both detectors experienced a

decrease in the intensity over time for unknown reasons. Both

test showed a fast decline in intensity in the first two hours

followed by a leveling off. This decrease of intensity gave the

false impression that there was an increase in the concentration

of TCE in both cells which were continuously maintained under

vacuum. This unknown drift was found to be-random and indicated

an increase in TCE pressure to a maximum of 4 torr.

Unfortunately, there was no TCE in the cell. Therefore, a

correction to account for this random drift had to be

accomplished.

Using Table Curve, data from both experiments for each

detector were plotted and fitted to a curve which was then used

as the baseline correction for the drift. These curves are

shown in Figures 36 and 37 and represent the following

functions:

for cell 1

0. 9 4 2 5 + 0.0593e (C. 1)

for cell 2
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0.9362 + 0.0264e-(-3M) (C.2)

where -- represent the percentage degradation in the signal over

time and rmin indicates the time in minutes since the detectors

are turned on.

To account for the drift.,- from the desorpci-on experiment wereI, [

multiplied by the ratio L in equations (C.1) and (C.2). In
I'i

other words, for each data point, the maximum (t 0)

transmitted signal, before any TCE desorbed from the soil, 10

had to be multi'L.•l b.• from equytions (C.l) and (C.2)

respectively. Mathematically:

Pi= 0,71 ( +27)n0.37 *1 591 (C.3)

for each data point T-.
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Appendix D: Conversion of Signal Changes to Pressure of TCE

1 TCE Pressure in the Cell

Due to the possible presence off other species in the

experimental cell, the Baratron pressure was believed not to be

well consistent with TCE pressure. In addition, due to possible

leaks into the cell, it was expected that the Baratron pressure

would be larger than the pressure due to gas TCE alone in the

cell. Therefore, by determining the pressure of TCE alone and

comparing it to the Baratron pressure, the-amount of any leaks

into the cell was evaluated.

Using the Ideal Gas Law, the concentration of gas TCE in

the cell ceuld be written as:

n Pn -
(D.1)V RT

After rearranging Beer's law from

Ii oe- <(D.2)

to

l(D.3)

and using equation (D.!), equation (D.3) becomes

14( 01(D. 4)
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or

Using the correction factors discussed in Appendix B, equation

(D.5) becomes:

FR*nF(L -0.3 7I3* 159]
P = L 0 (D.6)

Since the temperature recorded by the computer was displayed in

0C, a conversion from 0C to OK was necessary. After making this

tempera: :re cnersion and the substitution of numerical values

for the ,:onstants 1, 0, and R, equation (D.6) becomes:

Pi=-0.0714 * (T -4--273) - InK( 1. 0.37 ) I (D 7)

where P -s units of torr and the subscripts I indicates

pressure computed using i. (trans:Jtted signal) and riot that

measured by the Baratron. This pressure is assumed to be due to

the presence of TCE in the tube and that the decrease in the

intensity of the transmitted signal is due only to absozption of

photons by TCE and not by anything else. After evaluating the

characteristics of cell 2, it was fcund that the equation for

pressure in the cell due to TCE alone was the same aýý equation

(D.7).

After it was found that both dutectors experienced a drift

(Appendix C). The drift corrections were further used in
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eqaation (D.7) to accurately obtain the pressure in the cells

due only to TCE present in the cell. Therefore, equation (D.7)

becomes:

Pi =-0.0714*(T+ 273)* Inl-(0 )O7)*1.59j (P.8)I, -(D) .7 ".5 D 8

where

P = initial. intensity (t = O)including initial drift.

This value is kept constant with changing in (D.8).

I. = transmitted intensity at time t; and

D. = detector drift at time t.

The same equation was used for both cells with D. as the only

changing paramttet.

To measure the efficiency cf the Baratron, P: was plotted

against the pressure recorded by the Baratron. This graph

showed that the pressure of the Baratron was consistent and very

close to the pressure due to the presence of TCE alone in the

cell (Figure 33).

2. TCE Concentration in molecules/c&

Using Beer's Law and knowing the cross sectional area (a),

the initial and transmitted intenslties (I and I-), and the

path length (1), the concentration of TCE can be computed.

Mathematically, after tearranging Beer's law:
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After the coriections have been made (Appendix A), equation

(D.9) becomes:

N] * (D.10)

or

(3.334xl 0.20M2 / molecie) * (43.5o.)

where 43.5 cm is the length of the glass tube through which the

light beam was traveling.

Simplifying Qquation (D.11) gives

N =-6.895x 1017 II (1 03 ) .9( -2

where

N = concentration of TCE in molecule/cmr;

I. = transmitted intensity in mVolts; and

= initial intensity (no TCE) in reVolts.

Therefore, it appears that by knowing I- and :., the

concentration of TCE in the cell can be computed. In other

words, a change in the intensity of the transrm--tted signal

automatically indicates thle presence of a quantity of TCL irn the

cell.
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